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WON'T
BE GR.EEDY
JAPANESE DEMANDS ON THE




Without Desire to Humiliate Russia,





there is to be ,peace in the Far East
or .a continuance of the war will be
practically decided at the first busi-
ness meeting of the Washington con-
ference, votrice will convene at the
navy yard, Portsmouth, N. H., about
August 5. Baron Komura will on
that occasion communicate to M.
Witte the essentials of Japan's peace
terms for further negiotiations. This
it is declared, will not be done in a
spirit of defiance; indeed, there are
many evidences in the possession of
the neutral governments that Japan
is- coming-err- the Wlasthintren cons
ference not imbued with a desire to
humate Russia, but only to exact
terms which will insure a lasting
peace in the Far East. and which
will in a measure compensate Japan
for the financial loases in the pres-
ent confect.
Throughout the preliminary nego-
tiations, however, Japan has made it
dear at wasbington that she wistted
to avoid unnecessary tedious nego-
tiations.
"We are not going to the confer-
ence to write into the law of nations
a new chapter," said a high Japanese
official recently. "For this reaaron the
Japanese plenipotentiaries will adopt
the programme of at once laying on
the conference table those terms, the
acceptance of which, without neretifi-
cation, they are inatucted to insist
upon as a bares for further negotia-
tions."
Although guarding with great care
the official statement of her term",
Japan has not kept from several
friendly governments the general
character of these terms.
Offici•I Washington has been en-
abled to form within certain limits a
general idea of their character.
It is known that Japan will de-
mand an indemnity that will approx-
imately covet the cost of the war to
date. This was communicated to
Rosins early in the preliminary nego-
-tiationi The amount still is a se-
cret, but it is based upon the most
-careful estimate, of the coat of the
war, and will be accompanied by a
more or less detailed statement
showing the method by which the fin-
al fiettrei ivere computed It will not
fall far abort of one billion dollars,
according to advices reaching here
from well-informed entrees.
Besides the indemnity, it is believ-
ed Japan's other essentials to the con-
tinuance Of the negotiations are the
cessicm to Japan of Sakhalin, of the
jeao Tung peninsula and of the rail-
way as far as Harbin; the recogni-
tion of Japanese predominating in-
fluence in Korea and the return of
Manchuria to China.
If the Russian pkrepotentiaries are
prepai'ed to accept these essentials,
the officials here are confident that
the basis will he laid for negotiations
seve to lead to the signing of the
treaty of Washington, bringing peace
in the far East.
As for the subjects remaining to
be discussed, a tedious one, it is be-
lieved, and one on which Russia will
be disposed to negotiate with the
ggitatest caution, is the prograTT1Mt
for the restoration of Manchuria to
Chinese control. Because of the
'confusion and general disorder like-
ly to ensue in the province after the
withdrawal of the foreign armies,
Japan believes that -.certain time will
be required in which to restore pub-
lic order and the establishment of a
regular system of Chinese police pro-
tection. Doting this period japan
will insist that she retrain in control
of the administration of the province,
et the same time giving a definite
pledge finally to evacuate as soon as
China shall be in a position to take
vp the reins of government there and
maintain cattier. It is believed the
policy to be suggested by Japan in
matterevet not be unlike that fol-
lowed by the Washingtorgeove-rn-
soon as a stable government was in
contret of the situation.
A second subject for the plenipo-
tentiaries to settle will be the surre7n-
der of all the Russian ships now
terned in neutral ports. Sotne are •
inclined to believe that this demand
will feel: ene of the "essentiale,"
while others claim ground foitereliev-
ing that Russia may induce jepan to
take these in part payment of  the in-
demnity. . Miss •Lula Warlord Filed Suit
1 Europe believes Japan will ermand $10,000 Against Dr. Dorris—the neutraliaztion of Vladiroshk. The .. Wagon Works Case.Washington government does,. not
share in this belief. Indeed, in of,
ficial circles here the statement is
made without hesitation that such a rived here from Fulton with Ev.
demand would not be smoderateekoleemsuedy, white, who is charged with
and it is known that Ruseia will not ViVortlegging. The accused was given
permit the subject of Vladivosto t ' ' trial before United States I Commis-v
come before the conference. Ra • per Armour Gardner and held to
than to submit to Japan's dict i thiefederal grand jury in $300 bond,
on this point Russia has let it be ;which he executed and returned home.
known that see 'would certainly con- 1a Deputy Saundersi left late in the
tinue the war. Little progress has !afternoon for other portions of West-
been made in the direction of an ar- ern Kentucky on official business.
mietice. Lendon has not seen 'its
way clear to aid the president in his Lady Sues for eto,000.
efforts to this end and Japan has in Yesterday at Wickliffe, Bailerd
county, ettS09 Lula Warford tiled
$10,000 damages suit against Dr. S.
M. Dorrie, of Bandana, Ballard coun-
ty, for alleged malpractice. The
pkaintiff lives at Ragland, this coun-
ty, and is the daughter of Me. Wm.
Warford, the well known farmer.
August 7th, 1904, she had her arm
broken, and claims that Dr. Dorris
in setting the fractured bones did
not do it so the ends would properly
knit, thereby leaving the member in
bad condition when it did heal. She
.has retained Hon. Hal Corbett and
Jucke leielare•Teightfoofecit nere it.
aseist in the prosecution of her suit.
An Alleged The World
Bootlegger
KENNELN HELD TO FED-
ERAL GRAND JURY YES-
TERDAY.
the most determined manner indicat-
ed its unwillingness to consent to an
armistice until her plenipotentiaries
have met the Russian, in the confer-
ence. The object of this, it is now
explained in an authoritative inter-
view, is because Japan wants to 'be
assured that Russia is prepared to
negotiate in seriousness for peace be-
fore the Japanese commanders yield
any of their ground in the field or
give the Russians time to increase
thew forces at the front.
Ourse Found
DETECTIVE MOORE RECOV-
ERED LOST PURSE FOR
MR HOGWOOD.
Mayor Yeiser Expects to Hear From
Beer Analysis—Will Rowe Is
Charged With Carrying Gun.
Detective ?Above has recovered for
Conductor 'Hogwood of the N. C. &
St. L; railroad, the puree and money
he lost several diaye ago while on
bowie street car No. 10T. The con-
ductor got off at Eleventh and Ten-
nee streets and did not discover
until Ft./Me distance away that his
wife had left her pocketbook aboard
the car. Shortly thereafter Wm. T.
Banks, the colored peddkr, notified
the detective that he 'had found a
purse and money on the car and
wae hokting Same for the owner. The
sleuth found to whom it belonged.
and it was returned to the conduct?
Beer Analysis.
Mayor Yeiser expects' to receive
today or tomorrow a report from
Dr. Curry of the Louisville college
of pharmacy, on the analysis that
chemist is making of the bottle of
beverage taken from the trolley Car
the night the negenes gave their
memorable ride. The darkies
it is we beer, while the police con-
tend it is, and the anagleis is being
made to ascertain whether intoxicat-
ing liquor was in the bottle. When
the report is received the case
against Will Kirk and Will Diggs,
colored, will be taken, they being
charged with selling liquor without a
license on the cars.
For
Yarerday at noon Deputy United
States Mlarahal George, 'Saunders ar-
Too Much Aboard.
Detective Moore yesterday picked
up a drunken white man at the Un-
ion depot and placed him in the cool-
er. He had so much "red eye"
aboard that he had passed that lu-
cid' stage permitting of teeing et
name.
Had A Scrap. •
Minor Jones and Addle Smith, col-
ored, had a fight yesterday near Sixth
and Campbell streets. They ware ar-
rested by Special Police Holt of the
I. C. freight yard force, who turned




Will Rowe, colored, was arrested
down about Second and Court streets
yesterday by Officers Crave and Ter-
rell and locked up on the charge of
carrying concealed weapons.
Wagon Works Case.
The Second and Washington street
ng of the Paducati Wagon
ks brought only $6,000 in the
leenkrupt court sale, and as this is
a enough to pay the debts of theit
li rupt concern, a petition has been
led with Referee Bagby, asking
permission to sell the company's ac-
cotsnts, stock, etc., to realize enough
to pay out. '
CALENDAR OF SOCIETY.




MOVEMENT TO COMBINE WAG
ONWORKS AND RIGLES-
BERGER'S MILL.
Last evening a very large crowd of
young people enjoyed the delightful
dance given at Wallace park pavilion
by Dr. and Mrs. J. Victor Varies com-
plimentary to the latter's two sisters,
Mines Elsie and Berthaiee Shelley,
of Dallas, Texas, veto are visiting
here.
Parittcah friend's yesterday received
cards announcing that Wednesday
Mies Elizabeth Coffman, of Mhdisoe-
vine, Ky., and Me. Orbs,Fowier. of
Kuttewa, married at Staughtervilie,
Ky. Mr. Fowler is casihier of the
Kuttawa Citizens' bank and well
known here.
This evening Miss Garnett Buck-
ner, of Eighth and Jefferson streets,
receives cempSierentary to Misses
Berthabee and Elsie Shelley of Dal-
las, Texas, who are visiting their sis-
ter. Mrs. J. Victor Voris, of Broad-
way.
Minus His Hat.
The watchman at the freight yards
at Sixth and Campbell streets has a
light pearl criesher hat that belongs
to somebody. The night before the
watchman found some' young rreadl
loitering around' the yards with a' fe-
male in his company and got after
them. They took flight arid in fittest
the fellow lost his hat
Got Full of Booze.
Detective T. J. Moore last ev
arrested Charles Shephard on the
charge of being -drunk.
ment with references to C a, troops Mr. La P. Holland
being withdrawn from the island as i field, Ky., yesterday.
*
went to Lietch-
Furniture Factory Starts Up Next
Monday With Full Force—
Commercial World.
MORE DEATHS FROM
FEVER AT NEW ORLEANS.
Board of Health Hopes To Ekadi-
cate the Epidemic Before Fall.
New Orleans, July 17.—The report
of additional new cases or deaths
from yellow fryer made public by
the city board of health today shows
we've newicases and six deaths oc-
urring in the preceding twenty-four
'hours. Of the twelve new cases nine
are Italians. Six of the cases' are at
Sed"411nd 524 St. Philip street, show-
ing the principal infection to be still
in the vicinity of the Freneb market.
0r4 two of the cases are in the up-
per part of the city. Of the deaths
one occurred in the hospital, two up
town and the other three in French
Market district.
The health authorities, after a
study of the foci, expressed the opin-
ion today that there was still hope
of eradicating the disease before fall,
and that in any event, with the pre-
cautions being taken, a serious epi-
demic was out of the question.
A movement is on foot to combine
the Paducah Wagon Works and the
Riglesberger milling plant co South horse and buggy of Dr. Griffith was
Third street and place the consolida- standing in front of his office, oppo-
tion upon a solid basis for operation. site The Register. The runaway
The wagonworks- company is contrail crashed into the physician's rig and
ed by Messrs. Edward Hanes.n, Tobe broke the seales and springs under
Stegar and A. B. Wieiams, and cred- the bed,‘ The Kam-leiter animal was
itorr- have forced sae into bankrupt- the evn to the ground but net hurt,
cy. They have been operating at Sec while the delivery wagon, came
oriel and Ne'ashington streets. The being reduced to kindling wood.
Riglesberger mill has been in the
hands of Trustee Robert H. Noble,
for the benefit of the people holding
claims, against it, and has dosed down
on South Third near Elizabeth sired.
The stock is being sold off piecemeal.
It is a good saw and planing mill and
box factory plant, and parties are con
templating reorganizing the wagon-
eorke and combine it with the mill,
the latter to be used in cutting out
timber for the vehicles manufactured
and
dcreach
the capacity of the latter branch
LIVELY RUNAWAY
Henry Kamleiter's Horse Crashed
Th
Into Doctor's Buggy.
e delivery wagon of th le 
Interurban Road.
Mr. Jeffff J. Read returned yetteer-
day morreng from Union City, Tenn_
where be has been some days on busi-
ness connected with the interurban
railway he is promoting between that
city and Reelfoot lake, a detarece of
about twenty-nine miles Mr. Read
states that the business people all
over that section of the country are
heartily in favor Ise the railway and
are giving excellent support that fore
tells success if nothing unforeseen
happens. He goes back next week to
start off the preliminary survey that
lleAnished in a few w'eeks' arid
actuarTeork of organization. then. tak-
en up
Attempted Burglary.
This morning shortly after 12
o'clock burglars tried to break into
the Herringresidence at 533 South
Third street, but were scared away
before anything was gotten. The po-
lice were notified and Officers Terrell
and Cross quickly responded to the
call, but a search of the neighborhood
•hikd to develop anything towards
ching the culprits.
The Russian bureaucracy is
jebilent over the report that
Linseeds is to advance on the








The big tobacce rehandling house
ewned at Bandana by Mr. Farmer
and ethers, is preparing to move to
LaCenter, the town started down on
the Cairo division of the I. C. by Pa-
due:thane and' other capitalists. Mr.
Farmer h the son of Mr. J. W. Farm-
er, the tobacconist of this city, and
together with others associated in the
Pandana plant have decided to lo-
cate the rehandling house at LaCen-
ter, where they have bought ground
and are getting ready to ereict a big
building inside of which they will
work about 6o people when completed
and ready for business. 
e enter
Kamleiter grocery was smaahed to
pieces yesterday afternoon about 4
o'clock in front of The Register build
mg on Broadway, while the shafts
and springs of Dr. B. B. Griffith's
buggy were broken by the collision
with the runaway horse.
The animal attached to the grocery
wagon became scared and came dash-
ing down South Sixth street and Mile
Broadway towards Fifth street The
e Enlarge Water Plant.
Mr. Win. &ides, Who owns the ho-
tel buildings and oral mines up at
Greenville, mated yesterday that on
getting his water works plant finish-
ed he found he could not supply the
whole town out of the well from
whence the 'supply was pumped, there
fore they had to abandon furnishing
anything except the hotel. Now he
intends to dig a big lake for the sup-
ply and then everybody' will be furn-
ished.
Factory Resumes.
Next Monday morning the furnit-
ure factory on South Third street
near Norton, will resume with a full
force of over toe men. During the
summer the force is cut down to the
minimum because the buey menthe
always get enougkestock on hand for
this, but now as the winter rusk) is
coming on the plant will resume with
all the men possible.
New Concerns.
Mr. Wm Brown is preparing to
open a photographer's establishment
at 1701 Meyers street in Mechanics-
burg, While George Scott is arranging
to start a tin and sheet metal works
at rev Meyer,. The latter came 'here





Japanese Peace Envoys Leave New
York For Oyster Bay.
New York, July 27.—Kogoro Ta-
katera, tee eapanese minister and
peace p' epotentiary, and his col-
league, iron Fornura, v-..nt to
Oyster Bay this forc.--en tr -lay a ,,
informal visit to Pre eeset Tee-reel/tee
and afternoon the mec.••ig oc-
cur- .1. There are no reports from
u 'eting direct, but it is announc-
' the approaching pease conference
sn the chief subject ei 'cussed.
Tonight Baron Korrtura arid the
-anent saion returned ...fie dined in-
eireetey with Baron Kaneko at the
letropolitan club.
Keep Gasoline Outside.
The fire insurance people are
thinking of compelling people hand,-
ling gasoline 'to keep same stored out
in the yard and not era& the build-
ing, otherwise the companies will not
insure the property because the liquid
is so dangerous,
Emery Sold Out.
Mr. Lorenzo Emery ties sold his
cigar and tobacco business under the
New Richmond hotel on lower Broad-
way, and is contemplating going to
Texas to locate.
Moved ?headquarters.
Mr. George Stacey, the umbrella
repeirer, hae moved from his old
stand on Sotith Second Oren to 117
Proadway, in Emery's cigar store.
Evitts' Writ
LAWYERS FOR BOTH SIDES
DECIDE ON TOMORROW
MORNING.
At That Time Arguments Will Be
Made and Law Quoted in Sup-
port of Both Sides.
GETTING
VER.Y RAY





Tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock has
been set as the time by Judge Reed
for hearing the application of the law
yers of City Jailer Evittlr for a writ
of prohibition to prevent the munic-
ipal aldermen of -this city from trying
the charges preferred against the jail-
er by Patrolman Samuel Beadles.
There is no oral or other character
of testimony to be taken in the ap-
plication for a writ, as the ority con-
ention set up is the jurisdiction of
the aldermen to proceed with the in-
vestig-agion. The lawyers, will cite the
judge law on the matter and make
their arguments, when he then takes
the case wider advisement, and if he
has to look up much authority in the
premises * will be several days be-
fore he decides the controversy, oth-
erwise an opinion will be rendered
right away.
The lawyers on both sides yester-
day held a conference with the judge
and the date was: decided upon. The
jcilee 9 legal representatives have not
made before the judge any motion to
dissolve the temporary writ issued
by Mr. Reed to prevent the aldermen
from going ahead despite reports to
the contrary. It is expected that sev-
eral hours will be consumed hearing
the arguments and legal quotations,
ate Judge Reed will take up the mat-
ter at his office in the Columbia build
ing.
STEAMER DID
Russians Destroy Two Towns on





Kuancharigstu, Manchuria, July 27.
—According to reports from Korea,
the Japanese continue advancing
along a forty-mile front. Their van-
guard is now about eighty miles from
the mouth of the rumen river. The
Koreans estimate the strength of the
Japanese at about 40,000 men. Their
main force is concentrated' at Ken-
chose.
Japs,Capture a Town.
TOkio, July 27.—It is ennounced at
army headquarters that the Japanese
army on Sakhalineland on the morn
ing of July 24, without meeting heavy
resistance from the Russians, cotn-
menced landing in the neigteborbood
of Alkova, 700 miles north of Vlad-
ivostok and eight miles north of
Alexandeovsk and that Aexandrovsk
was seized Tuesday.
M. Witte, Russian Peace Envoy, An-
noyed Somewhat at Delay.
Cherbourg, France, July 27.—The
North German Lloyd steamer Kaiser
Wilhelm der Grosse, with M. Witte
and his party on board, soiled for
New York from here today at t :30 p.
111.
MI. Witte, the chief Russian peace
plenipotentiary, who is a passenger,
appears somewhat annoyed at the de-
lay, the Russian peace party being al-
ready late when ccmrpared with the
Japanese. The Russians were most
interested in reading the press dis-
patches describing the arrival in New
York of Baron Konsura and his par-
ty, and expressed the hope that the
Japanese conditions would really be
as moderate as set forth in the die-
patches received here.
Destroy Two Towns.
Tokio, July 27.—Rear Admiral Ka-
taoka, in reporting the auccenfie
leading of the Japanese forces in the
vicinity of Alexandrovsk, on Sakhalin
Island, says that the piers at Alexari-
drovs'k, Niyomii and- Mukalce were
found undestroyed, but the enemy had
set fire to Murnika and Alkova and
was still burning. Alexaixlrovsk was
not burned.
The admiral's report which was re-
ceived at 7:30 p. m. on July 24, says
that the Japanese flag was hoisted
over the government buildings at
Alexandrovsk without any less on the
part of the Japanese forces.
The internal revenue authorities at
New York report that recently twen-
ty cases of smuggling have ccrme to
Tight at Bayonne, N. J. In each in-
Ohne° the smuggled geode were
brought to pore in Standard Oil com-
pany vessels .
The department of agriculture's
last report on cotton acreage shows
a decrease of 14.9 as compared with
last year.
To Make Seizure Complete.
Yokohama July 26.—(Via Honolu-
lu, July n.)—Additional troops are
going from Japan to Sakhalin. It is
reported that the Jpanese have in
view sendinse6o,000 diers to the is-
land. Troops are oming into this
city daily by train or on foot, and




Tokio, July 27.— Local military
critics, in discussing the situation in
North Korea,. predict that the Russ
eians will vigorously defend Kyong
Cheung, to the south of the Turnen
river. This town is regarded as most
important from a stragical standpoint
as it controls Piet Bay. Kyong
Cheung is also regarded as the outer
line of the defense of Vladivostok
MAY JOIN HANDS
TO PACE ENCSLAND.
German Emperor Anxious For Re-
construction of Russian Navy.
iBerlin, July 27 --Germany and
Russia may join hands to make a
strong naval front against England.
It is said that the meeting of the
czar and the kaiser has been mainly
occupied with the question of the
reconstruction of the Russian navy.
The czar is anxious to co-operate
with Germany by establishing a
strong defenaive combine against the
English naval force".
Russia's new Baltic fleet is intend-
ed to supplement strategically the
German Baltic squadron. Capt.
Hintze, who accompanied the kaiser,
is 'supposed to be the coming man.
It •was be who had the dangerous
squabble with Admiral Dewey in
1898. Admiral Diedrich, was' a mere
figurt-head.
It is said here that before sailing
for America, M. Witte expressed hime
self most skeptically, concerning the
peace prospects. The contessions he
has been entrusted to makie by the
czar are believed not to be such as
will satisfy the Japanese.
The autherities of New York have
secured proof that Frederick E. Carl-
ton, now in jail there for wife mur-
der, had married at least nine women
in different parts of the country, all
but the two fast, whom he is believed









Albert Nelson Robinson.Was Grant-
ed a Homeopathic Doctor's
Certificate.
In the county clerk's otiree yester-
eay there was fried an amended peti-
neon in the suit of S. Bartlett Kerr,
guardian for Albert and Milton Rob-
ins, against Felix G. Rudolph, public
administrator of this county. The
proceeding tis one where Kerr, as
guardian over in Illinois for the Rob
ins children, sues the public adminis-
tater for poseession'of the children's
money placed in Mr. Rudolph's hands
by order of the county court.
Property Sold.
Property on the south side of Ten-
nessee street has been sold by E. W.
Whittemore to Frank Levin for $roo,
and the deed filed for record yester-
day with the county clerk.
Roscoe McElya transferred to Mon
roe C. MrElya for nioo, land lying in
the tonnty.
Ed Thurman ectd to C. M. Black
for $75, property lying in the Thur-
man addition to the city.
Eli Culp bought from C. M. Black
f 1'95, property in the Thurmanad-
Licensed to Marry.
erne- Freeman, aged 23, and Fran
t ; Lo • . aged 24, were granted a li-
cense le -tarry. They are colored
'" • : e..e city.
-vsiciae'e Certificate.
e• enbinsoni was grant-
physician's certifi-
c y clerk yesterday.
.; -}f/ -0ED AS
El ITER AND EGGS.
' e, July 27 —Deputy
  !I•toreeey -Ge ee-al Obese creaeted a sten
tne .tacks losition by re-
fusing to al:nis- the invesaig-ation into
penitentiary 'affaire to come to a
close until a statement could be se-
cured from ex-Governor Bliss as to
whether he had authorized Warden
Vincent to buy cigars, and charge
them tb the state as butter and eggs.
Mr. Bliss is sick in Saginaw, and the
board adjourned to Aug. ro.
Select, Nurse
'THE COMMITTEE OF DIREC-
TORY WILL EMPLOY
ANOTHER
Wife of Patrol Wagon Driver John
Austin Operated on for Cancer
Yesterday.
The board of directors for River-
side ho.pital have left to a committee
'the matter of choosing antrther nurse
to take the position vacated by the
-resignation of Miss Bradford, who re-
turns to her home in Lexington Ky.,
to be at the bedside c4 her mother.
She hns agreed to remain here unite
the committee gets someone to take
her position. The committee in
charge of employing the nureee is
Drs. Boyd and Rrsbertson and Alder-
man Dick Davis. They are paw look-
ing around over the field and expect
to have a competent successor in a
few days.
Training School.
The training school for those de-
siring to be nurses has already been
started at the hospital and there are
now several young ladies undergoing
the instruction's and helping' at the
institution. Those attending the
training echood get their hoard, bed
and washing free, and are then paid
several dollars a week to maintain
expenses with.
Operated On for Cancer.
Yesterday Mrs. John Austin was
taken to the }notional to be operated
on for cancer of the nomach. She
is The wife of the popular patrol driv-
er and is in the pay wave She has




There are nine patiente at the hae-
pita! now, three free ones, ?three pri-
nate patients of City Physician Bass,
or'rete patientte of Dr. Stewart
• -and on- private patient of Dr. Boyd.
As erhe days go by the physicians and
at! others In fete hewn are vastly real-
izing the genet benefits and demand
for the institution maintained on a
*tarn-claret like Riverside. and all won-
der at how Mines went along hereto-
fore without stitch a grand place.
A train *ruck a buggy at Jackson,
'Tenn in which were two ladies and
a driver, The bniegy vine deimoli,hed
and the ladies badly hunt and the
driver 'cut pieces th`15511101 the
vrheets.
Eight terrinera nee WOTTher• 'filtered
a salootv in Clay Center, Kan., where
six men were drinking and after slap-
ping the glasses from the men's halide
wrecked the saloon a la Carrie Na-
firm.
In a tetiottlent lioue fire in New
York City Phithan Newman. after
avenging half a &leen sleeping fami-
lies and rescuing his mother and sic-'
ter, lost his lift irs the fire.
Monument
For Women
MAYOR YEISER SAID THE CAR-
NEGIE LIBRARY LAWN
WAS PLACE. 11.
The Committee Will Be Selected at
Next Meeting of Confederate
Veterans Camp.
Mayor Yeiser yesterday said that
*here was nothing whatever to pre-
vent the Carnegie library lawn at
Ninith and Broadway from being used
as the Site for the enenutine'nt that will
be erected here in the city commem-
orative of the loyalty of the Paducah
women in particular and all Southern
ladies in general, to the Lost Cause
during the civil war. In fact the
mayor said he preferred that place
for the monument which he was heart
in favor .of, and would assists the
pioject in any manner possible.
When Mr. Carnegie donated the
$35,000 for the library building, 1r
placed no restriction, whatever upon
use of the lawn fronting the structure
the plot of ground for the institution
having been purchased by the city of
Paducah out of the public treasury
and is in fun ,possession of the town
authorities.
From all sides yesterday could be
heard commendable expressions re:
garding the movement sto raise a fund
for the erection of the monument, and
all were of the opinion that no trouble
whatever would be encountered in
raising money enough to erect a sev-
eral thousand dollar marble and stone
affair. From various business men
ceene expressions advocating the pro-
ject andeproneismg financial and per-
sonal support to the movement.
One of the members of the local
camp of Confederate veterans said
yesterday that at their next meeting
they would sure select committees
and start off rk, as they had
*ready received encouragement -suf-





Morgan Buys Art Work ir at Cost of
Thousands of Dollars.
London, July 27.—During his ab-
sence from America, J. Pierperst Mr
gen has added a whole Fragonard
room to his London residence, the in-
trinsic value of which is estimated in
hundreds of thousands of pounds
sterling, betides being of infinite his-
tcric importance.
Scene appreciation of the value of
the collertion may be gathered from
tape fact that while a Fragonard a
foot •square ie worth $5,000, the larg-
est roonnitt Moriran's house is walled
web the great artist's pictures.
In 2.11 there are twelve of these
paintings, each nwasiering three yards
high and two yards wide. In order
te, embrace the whole collection in a
single room it a-as neceseary to re-
trieve the wall separating the drawing
rooms of Mr. Morgans adjacent
houses at Princess' Gabe.
Bleating of Children.
Ninny hone.. are childless, bet-vise
the would-be mother! 1 .1 too sick to
ha‘e children.
When the female organs are in a
had state of health, the womb en-
larged. inflamed, bent misplaced,
it is ahnost impossible to have a
child, or if a child comes., mother and
baby both gaffer.
The hap; test 'home, ate those
which have been bkssed with chil-
dren, and statisticss show, that the
majority of divorces take place in
ehmlsfles, homes.
Whether you wish ever to have
ebildnen or trot, it is of the utmost
importance that you should have
healthy female organst If you. wish
children, it is even snore important.
You can be sure of this necessery
health by taking Wine of Cardfai.
Some women do not want children,
and would rather be sick than have
them, so they allow their generell
health to grow worse. and worse, in-
stead of patting everything on one
side for the great advantage of per-
fect health.
If you are sick, Wine of Cardni
will make you well, and in the natu-
ral course of events c'hild'ren may
not come, hut if they do they will
cause neither nnnecemeary pain nor
trouble, because it is natural foe a
perfect:y healthy women to have off-
spring.
Cardui treleaes inflammation of
womb (Sr ovaries, strengthens weak
female ligaments, muscles and tis-
sues, tones up sick women to health
Cervliii does not insure claeldren,
but makes sick women strong enough
and able to 'bear them if they wish.
Try Carclui whenever you are in
pain, or feel the need of a gentle
tonic to give you new strength.
You can rely on Carden because it
is a perfectly pure and harmless veg-
etable extract, of curative ingredients.
One deliar 'bottles of Cardui are
for sale in every ding store.
• Emil Totterman. who had beets
sentenced to hang for killing another
man in a qirarrel toyer a woman, has
been reprirred __by Gov. Higgins, of
New York. Totterrean was a sailor
ore the "warship Oregon during tire
bietioric dash around Cape Born and
had wore several medals for bravery.
Capt. ;Clark interceded for Totter
MI"
American Villages For Sixty Days
HOME OF THE FRIENDLESS
LADIES COULD NOT TAKE
OFFER.
More Than Probable the German VU
lage Will Be Had if Nothing
Else Can Be Done.
The board of lady managers for the
Home of the Friendless find that they
are unable to accept the proposition,
of the Paducah Traveling Meres Car-
rival Aseeciation regarding assuming
entire Charge of the American Vil-
lage during the fall festival to be giv-
en during September by the traveling
men's organization. To supervise she
village would require the service of
an unusually large number of assist-
ants and the ladies believe they would
be unable to secure these constantly
and cope with the situation, therefore
have had to refuse tee offer.
"German Villages- have been run
at all the carnivals during the past.
and inside some beer, whisky and I ot h
er liquors aressold, while vaudeville
shows are kept continually on the
stage. The privilege of running this
character of establishment inside the
grounds has reduced things to dis-
agreeable debauchery inside where
people would get drunk, carouse and
raise the devil, much to the disgust of
respectable people. Not desiring to
have a "German Village" during their
festival, the traveling men intend to
run an "American ViHage" inside of
which will be sold only soft drinks,
lunches and meals served and a nice
place conducted. They had agreed to
let the Home of the Friendless have
entire charge of the village and take
half of the profits, but the ladies find
they cannot accept the proffer so re-
fuse same
The drummers were approached by
many people who requested thee the
German Village feature be displaced
by the American Village, and it was
for this reason that they agreed to
the substitutiou and made the offer
inhe_raad Woineta Iflithe American
-Vii1ave is nor taken:- thaTge - Cif hja,
some one it is more than probable
that the German Village will go on
Just 15 at previous carnivals, notwith-
standing the drummers do nor want
but have to have something of this
nature for the benefit of the patron-
age
Miss Kirk Resigned
WILL TAKE POSITION IN THE
LOUISVILLE PUBLIC
SCHOOLS.
Board of Education Holds August
Meeting Tonight So Superintend-
ent Can Get Away.
Miss Margaret Kirk has resigned
her position as second grade teach-
er at the Longfeldow school in this
city, and will take a place in the
Louisville pubdic achools, that city
being her home where she has lived
for years. She has taught' in the lo-
cal schools for several years past and
gave most eminent satisfaction, that
ha, always brought forth words ,of
commendation from the trustees and
superintendents. She came here
from Louisville and was several
weeks ago re-elected to her old posi-
tion for the coming itehonstie year,
beginning the second Monday in
September. She then went to her
home in reentivvilee to visit her peo-
ple, and while there the trustees of
that place chose her to a position in
the schools, thereby evidencing the
recognition they accorded her tut
perior services as an instructor,
they 'being surpassed by none.
Her resignation of the place here
has been received by Secretary W
H. Pitcher of the school board, who
will lay same before the trustees at
tonight', meeting for acceptance.
There are a- number of applicants for
the place, but it cannot yet be fore-
told who will be selected.
Meet Ahead of Time.
Next Tuesday evening is the time
for holding the regular August meet-
ing of elle school board, but as Su-
perintendent tie() want* to leave to-
niorrcrw for a several week,' stay in
the Ozark mountains of Arkansas,
the board has consented to hold
their August session traright at the
Waelleington building on West !Broad-
way, so they can dispose of all the
business and let leave the superinten-
dent, who has to always be on hadd
at the meetings whenever his pres-
ence ie needed. Mn. Lieb expects to
be gone until the last week of Aug-
ust, and during the period of his ab-
sence his wife and child go to Chica-
go for a visit.
It cannot yet be told whether they
will tonight name the respective
roams over which the teachers will
preside next year. because the com-
mittee placing the teachers has not
had time to meet, in advance of the
fuel board and designate the differ-
ent rooms for the instructor,.
In Good Shape.
Min Fred lloyer, superintendent of
buildings, is getting all the schen)l
house.; in good considition for the
coining steholaetic term, and by rip-
ening time they will be in first class
shape. There is much work at each,
hot the superintendent's competency
has always heretofore put Atli! in
fine order.
roe a Week for The Registet.
^
We will save you 30 per cent. on
Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Silverware
and Diamonds.
Genuine Rogers
$1.5o grade  
Genuine Rogers lmive
$4.5o grade, 






ment in 20 year guaranteed gold
filled case $8.50
30 per cent. off on solid gold jew-
elry.
Every article engraved free if de-
sired. See us for sure bargains.
Eye See Jewelry &
Optical Co.
Twenty years experience.




Headquarters for Spaulding baseball















OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114. Old Phone yen
WittN 6RAY
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
"King of Razors," has moved from
4o8 Broadway to tog South Fourth
street (red front) and wishes to wel
come all his old friends and custom-
ers.
Dr. Hoyer









DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
(siorneopathist.)
Office, 306 Broadway—i-none iso.
Residence, Rig Broadway.
Phone tan,
1111noig Central R. R.
Niagara Falls—July 26th, and train
104 of July 27th, round trip $17.05,
good returning for 12 days. Tickets
aill only be accepted on morning
train No. 16 from Louisville July
27th via B. & 0. S.-W. R. R. in con-
nection with Erie R. R, leaving Cin-
cinnati same date
Niagara Falls—August 4th, and
train No. 104 of August sth, round
trip $17.05, good returning for 12
days. Tickets will be accepted from
Louisville only on morning train No.
16, B. & 0. S.-W. R. R. in connection
with C. H. & D. R. R. from Cincin-
nati, Pere Marquette and Wabash
railroads.
Atlantic City—All trains of August
3rd, round tip $21.55 in connection
with C. & 0. R. R. from Louisville,
and good on all trains of that line,
leaving Louisville August 3rd, and
returning until August 14th.
Atlantic City—All trains of August
Toth, round trip $21.55 in connection
with B. & 0. S.-W. R. R. from Louis-
ville and on all trains leaving that
place August loth, good returning for
12 days.
Chatanqua Lake, N. Y.—July 28th.
* round trip $te.6o, good returning un-
til August 20th.
Louisville, Ky.—July 30th and 31st,
round trip $6.95, good returning until
August loth.
j For further particulars apply,J. T. Donovan, Agt. Paducah, Ky.G. C. Warfield, T. A., Union depot.
L. S. DuBois, Prest. H. C. Overbey, Vice-Prest. Wm, Hughes, Cashier.
STATEMENT
The Paducahl3anking Co.
At Close of Business, June 30, 1905.
RESOU RC ES .
Loans and discounts  Sao3,o7o.84
Cash and exchange   33,182 . 75




Capital   soo,000. 00
Deposits 115,619.23
Rediscounts   se,5oo.o0 4.
Talc account  1,000.04





Do you want a first class job by an
expert workman? If you do take
it to
john Bleich, jeweler.




--- Steam ad Rd Water Heating,
Phone 133. 5.... Broadway.
+++4.
THE GLOBE BANK Si, TRUST CO)
Of Paducith, Kentucky,
Capital arid Surplus $1155,ocoo
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTS04.1 V. PRES.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in Sr.
proof vault for rent at $3 to Sic per year as to size. You carry your owe
key and no one but yourself has access.
Nev Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open under a new-
management for guests at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best accommodations at reasonable rates





Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones II
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt
Abram L. Well & CO
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam oiler-iit 
Campbell B ck.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 726
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 3&S--Residence 1694
GO TO
HOTEL LA GOMARS/NO
FOR YOUR DINN .R.
35e EVEItY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
x ,3o U'N'TIL 2 P. M.

























































































, ALL STONE IN KATTER-
JOHN QUARRIES.
Other Railroads Offering the Con-
struction Work Contracts Can-
not Be Accommodated.
President Wm. ICatterjohir, of the
Katterjohn 'Construction Works, has
received word from Vice Presicknt
Harahan, of the Illinois Central rail-
road, that the company had decided
not to dispose a any interest they
hold in the huge rock quarries up at
Cedar Bluff where the Katterjohn
company maintains its mammoth
works. This means that Mk. Kotler-
john will not double the capacity of
his plant.
Mr. Katterjohn has a $to,000,000
contract with the Illinois Central to
furnish them that amount of crushed
stone and rock from the quarries for-
ty miles above here on the Lotieville
division. The material is used as
roadbed ballast, fee concrete culverts
and such other improvements. Many
other big railroads want Mr. Katter-
john no furnish, them with the stone
and rock also, but as the Illinois Cen-
tral controls the largest part of the
ground contaihing the stone, the mat-
ter had to be leftt with the offioial
who sent down their civil engineering
corps anti had the ground surveyed
ao they • could estimate how much
reek was on hand. This was dene
several weeks ago and now the en-
gineers have finished their figuring
and sent the report to Mr. Harahan
who informsd Mr. Karserjohe that he
believed the Illinois Central would
need all the stone, as shown by the
civil engineers' report, therefore they
would not consent to any being furn-
ished the outside reads which offered
the consoruction works contracts
_çquafly as large as with the
Davis Shot
By Merchant
A B. NEWMAN EMPTIED SHOT-
GUN INTO JAM OF FARM-
ER DAVIS.
The Shooting Happened at Boas Sta-
tion. and Newman Claimed
Other Invaded Home.
Nervous Women Dump Moved
Their Sufferings Aro Umasilar
Due to Uterine Disorders
Porhispe Unsuspected






How often do we
hear the expose.
sion, "I am so ner-
vous, it seems as if




make yeu irritable; you can't sleep,
you are unable to quietly and calmly
perform your daily tasks or core for
your children.
The relatios of the nerves and gen-
erative organs in women is so close
that nine-tenths of the nervous pros-
tration, nervous debility, the blues,
sleeplessness and nervous irritability
arise from some derangement of the
ism which makes her a woman.
cillriCtolf depression or restlessness and
Irritability. Spirits easily affected. sko
that one minute she laughs, the next
minute weeps. Pain in the ovaries and
between the shoulders. Loss of voice;
nervous dyspepsia. A tendency te cry
at the least provocation. All this pointa
to nervous prostration.
Nothing wih relieve this distressing
oondition and prevent months of pros-
tration and suffering so surely as Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
MA. M. E. Shotwell, of 10$ Flatbush
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y., writes:
"I eenhot taqsren the wonderful Mist I
have sopsrisneedby taking Lydia B. Pink-
Minis Vsgslabb Compound. I suffered for
a low lbws with nervous prostration, back-
ache, hindaehs, loos of appetite. I could
sot imp sad would walk th• door almost
411117b2litiss• &Gaon and got no better, and
Mayas • burden. I was Mar=
Pinkbisnia Vegetable
and Whim worked wonders for an
" I am • well woman, my nseminnon Is an
=
id my Moods say I leiklen yews•
Yesterday morning parties coming
in from Boaz Station brought re-
ports of a serious shooting that oc-
curred there the evening before about
7 o'clock, at which time A. B. New-
man, the well known merchant. emp-
tied the contents of a shotgun into
the jaw of a farmer named Davis,
whom Newman claimed had been pay-
ing too close attention to Mrs. New-
man. The husband was not arrested
by the authorities, who considered
he was only taking the usual meth-
od employed to protect his home.
Boaz is several miles out of this
City on the Memphis division of the
Illinois Central railroad, and is locat-
ed right acmes the county line in
Graves. Mr. Newman runs the gen-
eral melrehantOoe establishment at
that place and is known to everybody
as a good and mind* I citizen. He
claims that for some months past
Davis has been hanging around his
home, despite repeated warnings giv-
en the intruder to keep away. New-
man would catch him around the
house and many times in the yard
talking to Mrs. Newman.
Reports are that Davis • became
very bold and would leave the New-
man home and come down to_the late
tee's store and sit around. Davis
resided about two mile, out from
Boaz and Wednesday evening about
7 o'clock started to enter the New-
man establishment when the proprie-
tor warned him to keep out. Davis
kept advancing and Newman, picking
up a shotgun, turned loose both bar-
rek at the farmer. who caught most
of the shot in hi, jaw, which was
torn away. Davis Inept advancing on
Newman and tried to take the gun
from him, but others interfered. The
injured man was carried home and is
reported in a critical condition, while
Newman started to surrender to the
sheriff and judge, but they refused to
take him in charge and he was per-
mitted to remain at borne.
Davis is about 55 years of age and
has a family, while Newman is about
fifty and has children also.
A conselidation of all the coal
mines en the Southern railway be-
tween Ease St. Louis and Centralia.
IN., has been effected by a syndicate
'organized for the purpose.
The strike of 700 miners in the Sag-
inaw, Mich., district was settled.
TAKE
Lemon Chill Tonic
For that Tired Feel-
ing, Loss of Appetite,
• Nervous Depres sion
and Spring Fever.
Guaranteed to cure
Chills and Fever. For
sale by All Drug Stores
Price 50c per Bottle.
- 
Will not the volumes of letters from
women made strong by Lydia E. Pink.
ham's Vegetable Compound oonvinoe
all women of its virtues? Surely you
cannot wish to remain sick and weak
and discouraged, exhausted each day,
when you can be as moil/ oared as
other wonits.
"Visiting Stall"
THE RIVERSIDE HOSPITAL DI-
RECTORS WILL INAUGU-
RATE ONE.
Physicians of the City Who So De-
sire Will Visit Institution at
Stated Periods.
The board of directors I T the River
side .ho-pital are preparing to main-
tain a "Vrsiting Staff" for that insti-
tution, this staff consisting of what-
ever doctors of the cloy who are phil-
anthropically inclined desire ex, visit
the institution and assist in its govern
ment by rendering attention to pa-
ui e nt S.
In many cities the physicians at
large compose the "Visiting Staff"
%Inch means that upon' certain days
each doctor goes to the hospital and
srends an hour administering atten-
tion to the patients Oftfineel therein.
Of course the staff visits only the pa-
tients cared for at the cost of the mo-
tricipality, as those sick people con-
finedier the "pay" wards, and who are
charged for their board, nurse hire,
physician's attendance, eite , have their
own private medical attention and
the staff doe's not look after them
For a while last winter there was
discussed the propoeition, to do away
with the city physician altogether,
and assign those doctors of the city
who were willing, to certain days
when they shotikl go to the hospital
and prescribe for the eick people, hut
this plan was dropped long since.
Even after the "Visiting Staff" is out-
lined the services of the city physic-
ian are continued because it is believ-
ed matters can be handled more sates-
hctorily all around than without his
attention. While elected by the me-
nicipa4 legislative authorities, the phy
sician works under the guidance of
the board of hospital directors, which
consists of Mayor Yeiser, Dee Jeff
Robertson and Frank Boyd, Alderman
D4ck Davis and Councilman George
Ingram.




New Street Has Been Opened So It
Can Be Reached by Wagons Go-
mg Back and Forth.
Yesterday the hantiary dump was
moved from the foot) of Clay street
down to the foot of Barnett street,
below the Illinois Central incline on
the north side of town. It was moor-
ed at its new location where hereafter
the garbage wagons will have to dump
their offal into the river enom same.
The dump is a kind of barge tied
to the bank of the river and arranged
in such a manner that the garbage
wagons can drive out onto same and
back so the edge of the dump, heave
their garbage overboard. For years
it has stood at the foot of Clay street,
hut as residences exist within a few
hundred feet of same the loud odor
corning from the garbage blows over
the entire neighborhood, and causes
a greati stench to invade the homes of
that vicinity. The people of that sec-
tion have for a long while raised a
continual howl about the dump being
where it was, until their complaints
have been heeded and same now mov-
ed. It took only a short while so
float same down the river ye-ten:ley
and tie it to the new mooring.
A new road had to be opened to
reach the dump at its new location at
the foot of Burnett street. The city
bought a strip of ground between the
Clay Warden home en North Sixth,
and the old Dogwood factory adjoin-
ing at the north. This strip extends
from Sixth street dovvn to the water's
edge and opens the passageway to
and from the dump. The grimed was
bought from J. Andy Bauer, who only
recently bought the Dogwood propel--
tXfrom the Gardners of England.
TAFT AND PARTY
CALL ON MIKADO.
Emperor Receives Secretary of War
and Miss Roosevelt.
Tokio, July 27. -Emperor and em-
press of Japan yesterday received in
audience and entertained at luncheon,
the official members of the party of
Secretary Taft..., Shortly before noon
Secretari Taft was driven to the im-
perial palace in the state carriage.
Lloyd C. Griscom, the American
minister to Japan, escorted Mies Alice
Roosevelt to the palace. Crowds of
people lined the streets during the
passage of the distinguished visitors
along the streets to the palace.
At the palace the imperial princes
and princesses, attended by the royal
personages of the emperor's house-
hold; the miliitery and neval staffs,
membens of the cabinet and council
of state, assisted in the reception of
Secretary Taft and his party. Minis-
ter Griwom made the presentation to
the emperor, while Madame Griscom
performed a like office when -the vis-
itors appeared before the empress.
'The court presented a brilliant spec-




Robert Hale, Colored, Recogpized
for Appearance Thursday,
Roberti Hale, couored, was arrang-
ed before Judge Sanders yesterday
morning and given a continuance un-
til next Thursday of the case charg-
ing him with breaking into the home
of a colored weiman near Seventh and
Jefferson strecias and , tealing about
$15.
Charles Reed and James Earnhardt
were given a continuance until today
of the case charging them with engag-
ing in a fight.
"ROARING BILL" LANDS
BERTH AT LOUISVILLE.
Ky., July 27.—W. H.
Sweeney, formerly the commonwealth
attorney of the Lebans n district„ was
appointed chief deputy by Surveyor
of Port Barnett this morning. Mr.
Sweeney was formerly a democrat,
and was the anti-Goebel candidate for
chairman against Redwine in the mem
°table fight to organize the demo-
cratic convention of 1899. Sweeney
became a republican after that, and is
known all over Kentucky as "Roaring
Bill" from hie vociferous oratory.
Shampooning, Bleaching, Dyeing,
Dandruff cured by electrical treat-
ments. Body massage, Electrical
Hairdressing Parlors, 431 Jefferson
Street.
MR. THOMAS LEECH HAS 635,-
ooe TRANSACTION ON
HAND.
Illinois Central Railroad Will Plat
Into Lots Area of Vacant Ground
Behind Hospital.
,
Mr. Thomas C. Leech, the real es-
tate dealer and capitalist, returned
yesterday 1110171Ping from St Louis,
where he has been on business since
last Monday.
lice. Leech has been dealing exten-
sively in real estate for a ruanber of
years past and controls much proper-
ty. Now he hae on hand with St.
I.otsis parties one of the largest realty
deals ever negotiated on the local
markete and if carried through suc-
cessfully, and present indications evi-
dence nothing to the contrary, it will
effect about $35,000 worth of property
part of which is located here in this
city and part in itbe World', fair city.
It will be a week or two before the
matter is consummated, and until then
Mr. Leech will not divulge the exact
nature of the transaction.
Plat Property. •
The Miseviesippi Valley Improve-
ment company, which owns the vast
area of vacant property behind the
Illinois Central railroad hospital, is
preparing to plat the ground and sell
it in city lots. The property is that
vacant territory extending from Fif-
teenth to Seventeenth streets and Jef
fereon to Clay streets. The Missis-
sippi company is controlled by the Il-
linois Central railroad and the prop-
erty was only put in their name last
winter by the I. C. Where Sixteenth
street woukl run through from Jeffer-
son to Clay, will be built an eighty
foot thoroughfare tio be known as
"Harahan Boulevard," trained after
Vice President Harahan, of the Illi-
nois Central. The ground to be plat-
ted and sold is estimated to be worth
about $75,000, and Mr. Charles E.
Jennings, of this city, has the con-
tract to sell same for the corporation
owning it. The civil engineers will
begin right away to survey the prop-
erty and get things ready for the work
The railroad bought etre property
years ago and has been holding it.
The streets, w") all be eighty feet
wide, with fifteen foot grassy plots
between street and six foot concrete
sidewalks to be land alongside the
thoroughfare. The street work alone
is preparing the acklitioir, will cost
something like $5,000.
No Heat Now
To cause the fresh paint to blister.
Painting done now will stay painted
a we do set work_
Warren Sr Son, lot North Sixth.
Phone 544-A.
Emperor William has announced
that he will iris* King Christian' at
an early date.
For perfection and Fargo smoke
Elk Dream toe cigar.
Patti Morton hav been elected pres-
ident of the Equitable Life Assurance
Society,






Is the cheapest on the
market. We also have
the best Kentucky Coal
in Paducah. Get our pri-














THE BUGGY SEASON 18 ON. WE HAVE ;net MOSE' COM-
PLETE LINE IN THE CITY. OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS
RUNNING NIGHT AND DAY. LET Ufl RS-RUB/MR YOUR
WHEELS WITH THE BEST GRADE OP MORGAN & witzawr,
TWO-WIRE RUBBER TIRES AT THE LOWEST PRICES. WE
ALSO HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF HARNESS, BADDLIM, BRI-
DLES AND, IN FACT, EVERYTHING IN HORSE AND MULE
JEWELRY, BUGGIES, PHAETONS, SURRIES, RUN-ABOUTS A/CD
SPRING-WAGONS.
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER MIR IMMENSE
STOCK, AND GET OUR .PRICES BEFORE YOU PURCHASE.
SALES ROOMS NO. 212 BROADWAY; WAREHOUSE NO. z
MEYERS STREW; WAREHOUSE NO. 2, THIRD AND MONROE.
JOHN G. REHKOPF BUGGYCO.
44.41+44 44 4Hif..04114+ +.44 
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
l'ADUCAH REAL ESTAls... WESTERN KENTUCKY !ARMS. SAS,
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EYIERY130DY. SEND FOR LT.
EDI; C R W. WillITTE9Ost.6:. Pariusuah.
HEATING
Hot Water - = - Steam
I have the facilities for installing a complete steam or hot
water plant in your store or home so why not let me make
you an estimate on what it will cost to have it done in the right




The real estate agents, has $175.0es
Elk? worth of city property for sale and
thirty-five farms, also three safes.
Mat Lehnert. an 014 citizen, drop-
Houses for rent,
ped dead at Martisork, 
Telephone, old, KA& ar
-
Henry Mammen, sr., the reliabli
book manufactures, Blank nooks,
Job and Edition binding. The only
exclusive book binder in Paducab
Library, work a specialty.





St. Louis arid Teneesee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 tor tbe Round
Trip to leneessee river
and retiwn.
It is a trip of piesaisure, wader,
and rest; good lionise, good table;
good rooms, etc. tIosts leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. rn.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, Supenntendeno Frank I.
Brown, -eat.
NOTIeE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
'ESto2es ar2d
FzUrtrzittirte.
Buy anything and sell everything
218-220 Court st. Old phone '34
Ciern Fransioii,
Moving wagon in connection.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN e
Phone 196. eoolee Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY.










At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
gOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
Terms to Subscribers.
t r "'ear *  $5.00
Fix nths  2.50
Oleo- 'f. --the .  1.25
ID- V • •• c  TO
r
'in to receive this paper
ould report the matter to
er office at once. Tele-
' er' 318.
24-:; tg, July 28, 1905.
•
Public C:ncials and Graft.
Justice David J. Brewer, cif the
United States supreme court, in a
recent address before a convention, of
Insurance agents at Milwaukee, thus
excoriates graft in public officials:
"There was never a truer saying than
that by Grover Cleveland, that a pub-
lic office is a public trust. There is
today so much grafting going on
among public officials as to startle
us. I am not speaking now about the
coarser kind of grafting, such a-s buy-
ir.g votes, paying money, etc., which
we all coudeenn. I have reference to
the more hesidious ways that the one
holding public office i not carrying
on the duties of that office with an
eye single to his trust, in prostituting
in one way or snot her that office for
his own gain or the gain of 'his
friends.
"This has been a year which may
be characterized as one of great in-
surance upheaval. The press has
been full of start:Bog allegatiousin
respect to the manner in which 5I07The
insurance business has been conduct-
ed. The result has been prejudicial
to the interest of a certain company
and also to the intereses and business
of others.
"Everyone charged with a trust,
abould• have an eye 'tingle to that
trust. The moment private pecuniary
p gain is sought through the advantage
of that trust some or is guilty of
grafting. Fce instance, trust funds
are the funds of this insurance com-
pany and this ale* that bank and this
and that trust company. We will
take these trust fund", put our asset's
in their place and let the insurance
company carry. them, until we can
sell them for a prorate
"They hove•oestoriiel to' make these
funds inure to their private gain
and cast vacua the company the risk,
great or small, of that. speculation.
There are such temptation-3 as the
inridious ones which attend the large
accumulation of capital. Why, 46 you
:repose for a moment that Mr. Ryan
paid two and a half million- for
property which, under no legal cir-
cumstances, could pay him more than
3 or 4 per cent. interese, with the idea
that all he could get would be this in-
terest? There may be snob philan-
thropiets, but they are not connected
with insurance companies."
Chine may awake some morning to
find that her boycott of American
wares, goods and produce, as now be-
ing pressed, will cut more ways than
one. This Colln ry is as large a. buyer
of Chinese gincid.s as the Chinese are
of American goods and if America
turned the tablee the chinks would
lose a matter of $3o,000,000 a year in
and should the boycott continue all
America need to play for even is to
slap a duty on these goods and the
trade would die immediately. There
is no article which this country buys
troll) China which could not be
bought elsewhere just a.i well and
just as cheap. Tea will come from
India, silk from France and India,
'hides from the Argentine, and wool
from the same cotintry and Australia.
Even the Chinese mattings, of Which
we buy $1,000,000 worth a year, could
as well come from Japan, and now
that the war is about over, probably
v. ill. There was a time when fire-
crackers had tem come from China, or
the American boy would be at a loss
to celebrate the glorious Fourth; bite
that day has passed, and the growth
of American firecracker factories is
indicated in 'the regular decline of
that item of import fnoan Dearly half
a million dollars worth in- 1897 to
about half that -stun last Year. The
-Chinks" would do well to stop and
think ere it is too late.
The Japs are making it hard for
the Russians to decline to accept
their terms ci peace by declaring their
demands will be so reasonable that
the Russians cannot afford to parley
over them:Thesie declarations are not
only winning the Japs favor but creat
ing the idea that the work of the con-
ference will be disposed of in a few
days at the most. The Jays are
clearly shrewd diplomats.
It is now ckar that ex-Secretary
Paul Morton !de the cabinet for
"filthy lucre" though he failed to get
a "roast" from President Roosevelt
arid Secretary Taft for doing so. The
I
ex-serretary .1s then tEtte—d_Ea presi-
,Capitalist Returns
dent of the Equitable Life Assueance
Society t the ealary of $8o,000 per
year, ten times what he -got as sec-
retary.
The tw? emperors who meet at sea
for their: honfab most completely
threw all other cliplorrevs off the
wrack. There is still no explanation
as to Why the meeting .oaroirred and
what was said during the chat.






at an earlier date than De-
He seerne anxious to get the
trim for some reas On not
fully declared.
How Wars Are Ended.
How wil) Russia and Japan, ma-bea
tired of fIghting, make peace?
Ire die-Spanish-American war Spain
entered into negotiations with Amer-
ica through an intermediary, natural-
ly France.
The Graeco-Turkish war came to a
dose through Greece asking the great
powers to obtain terms for her from
a too-powerful adversary. In *this
case the defeated powe-r, pending a
settlement, practicably effaced her-
self.
In the Ohino-Japanese war the de-
feated power entered into negotia-
tions with the conquerer direct, and
not obviously unjust, were afterward
altered in accordance with the wish-
es (and interests) of Russia, France
and Germany.
At the end of the war between
Russia and Turkey, the latter power
sued directly for pewee, and a treaty
was made, which, being too advan-
tageous to Russia, was recast by the
great powers.
•In the Franco-German war the
belligerents), through negotiating di-
rectly, arrived at terms without ob-
taining outside help, or euffering out-
side interference.
No two modern belligerents have
made peace in precisely the same way.
It is now estimated that the cost
to all interests affected by the team-
sters' strike in Chicago was about
$rocoo,000. The cost to the unions
and strikers is estimated at Sreaco.000.
The extra expense to the city gov-
ernment caused by the strike was
$175,0003.
According to the St. Louis Repub-
lic the Missouri ticexHers in the peni-
tentiary at Jefferson City, live like
princes, reading papers and not work-
ing and eating the best food prepareel
by special, cooks, while often 'enter-
taining friends and relative,.
Three editors aspire to the demo-
cratic nomination for governor of
Georgie—i. e., Hoke Smith, who, woe
once with the Atlanta Journal; Clark
Howell, of the Atlanth Constitution,
and J. R. Estill, of the Savannah
'News.




Mr. D. ?. Robineon Left Nashville
For Boston to Join M. Waco-
worth and Others.
1.1r. Lieecker will return to-
day from Nashville, Tenn., where he
went several days ago with Mr. D.
P. Robinson, another of the Stone
& Webster company that bought up
the street railway, gas and steam
heating companies of this city. Mr.
Robinson formerly resided at Nash-
vilbe for a number of years and want-
ed to go dovAi there for a sojourn
While in this section of the country.
He went on to his home in Boston,
Max., from that place, while Mr.
Blee-cker wile return here today to
remain indefinitely, looking over the
book's of the three concerns his com-
pany bought out, -o as to see if the
claims of the old owners are borne
out by figures, regarding the busi-
ness of the corporations. Vs-'hen he
finishes 'his work the deal for the
property will be closed.
The people composing the Stone &
Webster company are among the
beading business men of the country
over, all coming from wealthy and
distinguished families widely known
throughout the East and other points.
Mr. Bleecker, who comes back to•
day, is a son of Rear Admiral Bleeck-
er, of the United States navy, who
has been placed on -the retired list.
after a brilliant service covering a
long period of years. He was) re-
garded as one of the best posted and
shrewdest miernher of the admiralty.
With The Sick
MRS. BLARP: GODFREY -OUT
AFTER SEVERAL DAYS'
ILLNESS.
Mrs. Amanda Wilhelm Able to Be Up
on Crutches Now--Mr. T. A.
Baker Ill of Congestion.
7mIrs Bake God-frey. wife of time
Y. Ml. C. A. secretary, is able to be
out after a several days' illness.
Capt. William Smith, the tobacco
dealer, has received word that his
brother, Mr. Chris Smith, is much
better at Claricsville, Teen., and
about able to be tsp.
Mre. Amanda Wilhekri is able 'td
be up on crutches, after a ten days'
confinernient as a result of being ruts




ss Dow Husbands continues
daily to itnprove from her attack of
fever and heart trouble, which was
precarimse for ninny days.
Miss Lena Hennebergee_ao_confin-
ed at her home on South Third street
with an attack of illness which sud-
denly overcome her yesterday.
Officer Scott Ferguson, of the
police force, was able to resume his
district thie morning, after a several
days' confinement with illness.
Cashier llesou.s A. Baker, of the
First National bank is confined at
hie home on Ninth and Madison
streets with an attack of congestion.
Fireman Sydney Gilbert of the
Tenth and Clay street stationhouse.
ie laying off for a few days on ac-




The repeated ,accidents to subena-
rine-ea—in a little more than a year
four of these craft have been lost
with great eacrifice of life in each
case—would seem to prove that the
safe navigation of the ocean depth",
like the safe navigation of the air,
is a problem which has not yet been
solved, however far on the road to-
ward solution inventors and experi-
mentors may have traveled. Each
accident differs from the preceding
one and from each some weak point
is undoubtedly discovered. But it
seems as if the number aud variety of
the accidents ebould give pause to
those enthusiasts; who regard sesbma-
rine navigation as a problem alithady
solved, are now- advocaeng the as-
signment of the sutimarine to a def-
inite place in naval warfare and the
'abandonment in their favor of estab-
lished and approved appliance', such
as, for instance, submarine mines.
the submarine can *and the t s
01 peace it certale canned, stand
those of war.
Moral Standards i gahsess.Ai
(New York Mail.)
From a thottsand pulpits our mid-
summer moralists aseure their per;
stpiring adnitors that things are bad.
very had, in the btreinest world just
now. The publicists and the reform-
ers shake their heads dolefully and
repeat the pessimism. The magazirv-
iets and the pamphleteers search in
vain for some lees deprehing theme.
Yorla legislative commit- Isn't it barely possible that the vele
to investigate the Equit- , majority of observers are all general -
assurance society will t ieing too much? The morale of mit
meet Tuesday next to commence its business life is not to be measured by
work. It has been decided to hold the rascals who occasionally come to
the inveetigation public. Ithe surface in it any more than the
,potency of the Christian religion isIt is reported that 'James H. Hyde,lto be judged by the backsliderstheir business, An Cienoca goods , late of the Equitable 54-wiety, intends it. ,
to quit America in disgust and takecome to the United States now with




Four trainmen were killed in It




We have just opened an up-to-date and well stocked hardware de-
partment for our establishment, and are carrying_ ajmammoth.
stock recognized as one of the finestin-the-state-.— It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Gran-
iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools.Wire Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by the
leading houses of the country.
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with lead-
inghouses, we are in position to give the best for the least money.
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
U. Rehkopf Saddlery Co.,




The Last Week Of My Cost Sale
After August 1st, my entire stock will be turned
over to the GEO. ROCK SHOE CO., who will con-
tinue the business in the same straightforward way
that I have tried to conduct my business for the
past 48 years.
You had better take advantage of my cost sale
while it lasts, as it is a rare opportunity for you.
I want to thank my many patrons for their con-
tinued patronage, and trust you will continue pat-
ronizing the Geo. Rock Shoe Co. I will continue to
keep my desk at the store and will be glad to wel-










Big Crowd at Bandana Yesterday At.'
tending Woodmen of World Cel-
ehration--Another Trip.
.i,had, there being tine eatables, ocodmusic and a general jelificetion for
I everybody. Deal ho band furnished
the music for the occasion.
Colonei Reuben Rowland yesterday
received an invitation from General
H. B. Lyon, of Edelvvilk, to attend
the reuni- n of the James Pierce camp
of Confederate veterans next Tuesday
at Eddyville. The general also per-
mitted the Paducahan to invite other
veterans up for the gathering that will
be attended by the large camp mem-
bership and also many outside sol-
diers.
The gathering will be held right in
Ecklyville and a big time is being ar-
ranged for. Several will go up from
here for the occasino.
Another Auto Outing.
The members of the Paducah Auto-
mobile club are preparing for another
Stmday luting, and President Ben
Weilie has called a meeting for next
Tuesday evening by the machine own
era for the purpose of outlining their
Text trip, which will probably be one
week from the coming Sunday, and
carey the tourists to Cairo. They
cakulate on leaving about 6 o'clock
in the morning of that day, and get-
ting to the Egyptian city in time for
dikter. Arrangements will be maele
at Cairo to carry the owners aged
the machines across the river aboard
the t,ferryboat, there being no wagon
Wide there by which to cnoss the
Ohio.
Country Club.
The parties organizing the Country
club have gotten about all the fifty
members to sign, and probabilities are
a meeting will be held within the next
few days to complete the work. The
deb will capitalize at $25,000, each
'member taking $250 stock, and then
build them a nice clubhouse mho,
place out in the county where iturny
outings and entertaining affairs will
he given. No plot of ground has yet
been procured for the clubhouse, but
many are being ccessidercel.
...,--
Mammoth Crowd There.
P tIavies returning last evening from
thc oodneen of the World barbecue
at ndana yesterday', report that an
. immense crowd of over loco people
oas in attendance aed a grand time
The Verdict of Public Opinion.
(New York World.)
public 'opinion was the first great
k drove -the malefactor from
has own people to the desert., to live
an exile, with every man's hand
against him. Its- judgment"..i are still
true and righteous. Cunning lawyer,
may befog juries. Xi turagdorrs may
hick behind technicalities. But there
are verdicts of public opinion whioh
are branded into their skin and which
they cam never erase Not for all of-
fense*, but for certain offenses that is
"the great corrective and punitive."
It-' value cannot be easily overesti-
mated. There are men in .New York
now who are finding the verdict of
public opinion scarcely lees blighting
than the sentence of a criminal court.
Viewing Sites
COMMITTEE HAS ALREADY
TAKEN UP THIS IMPORT-
ANT WORK
Mr. Rhodes Will Be Assisted by B.
H. Scott, C. K. Wheeler, C. E.
Jennings and Rev. Newell.
The comrintee selected for the pur
pose of looking after the question of
locating here the big Meth:di/A col-
lage are not di 'posed to kt any grass
grow under their feet, as-yesterday in
a carriage they went out and looked
over several sites around the outskirts
of .he pity and also beyord the csrx-
porate limits. They intend to daily
keep visiting suitetrke location's and
get optionel on same from the owners,.
while in njunction with this week
they will also keep mingling among
the people for sufeeriptions to theSlandering the Defenseless Hog. fund neoessary for the purchase of(lewiell, Mo., Republican.)
When a men won't give his wife
any money nor pay the preacher nor
cdeiribute a cent to build up his
town )or country, some people call
him a 'hog, hut that is a slander—
slander against the hog. The bog
does pay. He pays the doctor, the
preacher, the storekeeper, builds a
new hnnee for the wife, buys organs,
pianos, buggies and sends the chil-
dren away to school. Don't ever come
parr a mean, stingy man to a troO
again. •
Luxury for the Juror.
(New York World.)
The repent iustareve oi , a cotton,
braker *hie lets allowed 40 receive
quotations and keep on trading in the
jury box has led to an appeal in the
murder case to which it attached.
The decision will be awaited with in-
terest by gentlemen who feel that to
weigh couttroom evidence properly
they should get the track results by
races and the baseball scores' by in-
nings.
Daniel Ml. Ransdell, of Indianapolis,
sergeant at arms in the senate, says
the statement that the senate is com-
posed largely of millionaires is not
true. He says there are not over
fourteen millionaires in the body and
that the majority of the members
have to depend on their es.le...es har
a living.
Another member of the
family is dead in Paris. She was the
duclhese of Gramm*.
•
the property in case the trustees of
the Sneed fand decide to choose Pa-
ducah as the city for that college to
be allotted West Kentucky.
Mr. Hairy Rhodes is chairman of
the committee, and has selected as-
sistarrte of Meese's. B. H. Scott, Chas.
E. Jennings, Charles; K. Wheeler and
Rev. T J Newell, latter pastor of the
Eroadway Meth-hlist church
There are ma-ny good sites around
itthe city and none 64 theft v411'hi'-
overlooked by the committeemen,
Scone had spoken most favorably of
the several blacks of ground stretch-
ing from Jefferson to Clay streets be-
hind the Illinois Central railralhd ho -
pital, but it is probable this multi not
be gotten as the road has already
made arrangements to plat tlo area
of vacant territory into city :
sell same piecemeal. Other, ei as
gdod ?hit everywhere and a fine one





its')State alnspectiar Hines and assist-
ants are looking into the work of the
auditor's agents it Winchester and
that county under ihstroctions of the
governor. The investigation is made
be-cause of the etharges that the audi-
tor's agent at work in that section
had been exceeding his rights in mak-
ing collectioiss of back taigas.
I 
I
E. IL Herrirnen vieltinteet* seine-
trent t regateling the Equitable in
which he says that too much mystery
hoc eurrotrndeel the conduct of the
co.h eipareenaafreh's.




















































































































































PADUCAH If61` a south-paw pitcher. He expectsto sign one to take Gifbert's place,
Mao lia[4 gone South.—PrincetonIS ON TOP Dern°crat'
"Rube" Whitley, a good pitcher,
h-as been released by Vincennes. He
A will play independent WI. Last
, season Whitley was given a tryout
by the New York Americans.
PRINCETON DREW BLANKS. Paducah now leads with ,667. It's
only a question of time until Padu-
cah will be se far in the lead that the
and Won other teams will have to content
therniselveA with fighting for second
place:
TAKES THE LEAD WITH
PERCENTAGE OF .667.
Cairo Pounded Gus Bonno












Paducah 2, Princeton o._
Cairo 7, Vincennes o. 4
Today's Schedule.
Paducah at Princeton
Cairo is still trying to sign "Red"
Faucett, a left-hander who is said to
; he some pumpkins as a pitcher.
Pct There are all kinds of faucets and it. 
00
„.
7 is thought that a red one is as good. 
5oo a any.. 
.5oo
.333 Up to June no fewer than forty
.players of the -National and Ameri-
can leagues had been awarded Regal
tehoes by the Regal Shoe company ac-
e feelniing to its good-natured offer---a
1 Pair bf Regal, for every home-run
,
Cairo at Vincennes. 1 Cairo is baseball mad at the pres-
ent time and should some other team
Ciphers for Infants. ' !than the locals carry off the cham-
pionship this year, Manager Dan /de-
Princeton, Ind., July 27.—Pitching
in great -form, with we.- -wee* cpi Carty and Acting Secretary Metirice
aglete" Farnhaker will have to take
speed and cm-yes and using hit fa- ,‘"J
/nous high ball, Bill Taakes strut out a trip abroad to avoid the fans.—
the locals this afternteet andlyielded 'Cairo Citizen.
but two measly hits. The locals were I
never anywhere near scoring. 1 When all the clubs were .500 Tues-Again the Indians did some fact day the Cairo 'Bulletin put Cairo onfie/ding stunts. • tap and said: "Cairo is now at theWitt pitched his first game for head of the standing list for the firstPrinceton and eele the Indians safe time in over two months." That same+in all but one inning, sieve a bunch- , day every paper had its team at theing of hits, coupled with errors, gave 'head. Cairo can't get on top only• Paducah two runs and the game. • in niele instances.
t The game, like Wednesday's, was
-----31 VelY Pre"? battle- Thil-treere -bY — Asher,- the -Frit& gritcher-• of the1 innings follows . Hendeeson team signed by Cairo, hasInnings. 1 2 3 4 5 6 78 o--r h e jumped to Terre Haute in the Cen-Paducah 000000200-2 5 1 tral league and well be blacklisted.s Princeton o o o o o o o o o—o 2 3 Soon after Asher had signed a CairoBatterie—Frakes and Land; Witt contract he was made an offer byand Downing. 
Terre Haute. Asher, couldn't stand• the temptation to gee into fasterI Batted -Bimini" Bonno. company, so left Ole 'desk club. Un-I- Vincennes, Ind., July 27.—Bonnil less he returns he cAn eay no more
! , jwas found in the fourth inning to- league bali.
day for seven tuns, but some of
them were dale to errors, the number I Listen to the Cairo Bulletin ofof which Vincennes had was six, bit Wednesday: "Thf 'Islltx) Wallopeesnot aH in that inning. Each team begin a four day lsi j*Ifuggle with theeised up two catchers. Lemon began Alice Men at Vitic6aaaa-totlay andthe backstop work for Canes. but Sundey they come home for theirhad te retire in favor of Harvey on fir,-4 game here. According to re-bra, "ewe of his injured finger.
Icor 
ports the hunch is playing better ballwas: pow than at any time this seasonel.. . Innings, 4154 1Ml'eetee' he l and the chances for thepennant ale
. 
\ . 
'Cairn, 00 0e7 0 0 o 0 0-7 10 2 as good as any team in Ave league, if- e eencennes 00000 2 0 0 0-2 7 6 not just a little better, taking allBatteries—Bittrolff. Lemon and ewer, into consideration."Harvey; Bonfire Forney and Matte- The feet of the seaeen the Cairovon. 
paper!, bragged about winning the
BASEBALL NOTES.
Game No. 2 from Princeton.
Now for the third straight.
Wonder hoer JOhn Ray feels? He
hates Paducah. •
It would be twfutte tat. IT TOW• 
'from the Babes.
In Gerard', first game with Cairn
Ole got three singles.
Bill Frakes was in form. When he




is the only team » that ha•
a player ,nee the season
The wrest of all it Princeton has
to yet face Matt. South does tile
honors today.
Witt has been retinae& by Vin-
cennes to Princeton. lie pitched a
good game yesterday.
f 
.Wiley Piatt's record to elite: Pitch-
ece25 games. won 22, lo ef j, per cent
In swim 29o.
-
Lemon commenced catehing for
Cairo yesterday. Harvey will bet re'
tietia,ed and Taafe will be played ine
Manager Ray is on the lookout
pennant and every player signed by
Cairo was a milrilllfW alereat record.
And the record the team has made
—look at it.
The Commercial Appeal of yester-
day mid: "Stnirlwal, who expects to
join the Cairo Kitty league team, was
one of the stars of the genie between
Covington and *he' Collegeians, two
Memphis teams, In the eighth in-
ning, Smitheal lifted the ball over thee
right field fence for a 'home run."
The pierce mentioned is a shortstop
an considered.: heavy hitter. In
this gainw he was at the ,bat four
times and secured 'three hits out of
nine made by his team. Smitheal will
find the Kitty no amateur organiza-
tion. Cairo 'haslet done anything but
sign players since the season began.
The club's railroad bill must be
something tiv-rnendoil -...
Speaking of the reference of an af-
ternoon paper as to the obscurity of
'Narrate and other towns proposed
for She new Kitty league, a fan said
yesterday: "Danvilk is as far ahead
of Paducah as an amusement town
as Paducah is ahead of Hopkirtsvilk.
I have seen 1,90o people attend a
polo game there, wish the tempera-
tete 'below zero, and there were no
Sunday game*. The attendance av-
eraged goo. Its population is about
the some as Paducah in the city prop-
er, brit there are five interurban lines
1
 
out of the place, which would drew
from as many outside towns. Belle-
ville is also a good town."
I Mayor Weaver, of Philadelphia. has
New Flats
MRS. CLARA HECHT WILL
ERECT SOME AT FIFTH
AND ADAMS.




'Mee. Jacob Hecht is preparing to
erect a tine $6,000 flat [building on
her property at -Fifth and Adams
streets, and yesterday Architect 0.
D. Schmidt began the work of draw-
ing the plans and specifications for
the structure. There will be four
feats -in the building, two on the
ground floor and two in the second
story. The builceng will be of brick
construction and very commodious
and convenient, as all the up-to-date
appurtenances will be installed. Mee.
Hecht was formerly Miss Clara Rad-
der, of this, city, and moved back to
Paducah on the death of her husband
in St. Louis bast winter. Work on
the building will start in about four
weeks.
Tear Church Down,
Mr. George .Bernhard, the capital-
ist and big real estate man, is pre-
panieg to tear down the second Pres-
byterian church ,property on South
Fifth street and erect several fine
cottages. He bought the property
recently from the Louisville Trust
company, that has charge of an es-
tate which had a mortgage on the
property, which had to he sold in
winding up that estate.
Elle Building.
The Elks' Building company yes-
terday afternoon bele/ a meeting and
decided upon certain character of ma-
terial to be used in kheir proposed
home, and also made ̀some changes
regarding lights and transacted oth-
er minor busi-nes-s. rt will be the 7th
of August before She plans are Or*Trt-
pfeted and bids caeled for from the
oon t roc tors.
DEAD NUMBER SIXTY-TWO.
Two More Bennington Sailors Die—
Ready to Investigate.
San Diego, Cal, July 27.—The list
of the. Bennington dead now num-
bers 62,,t'here having been two more
deaths, t. Tecate, a Japanese mess
attendant, and H. A. eletiue pay
clerk.
The case of Mettius is peculiar. He
was ab/e to walk up town after the
eccident arid wit. thought not to
have been badly injured. After his
wounds had been dreseeel he was out
(se the *tracts. Suddenly he ollapsed
and -had to be taken to the hospital
or. a stretcher. It is supposed that
the :hock arid a weak heart were the
cteises of his death.
The Bennington is now ready
go north. But shenthe Admiral Geod-
rich, who is doe here, decide to hold
ar inquiry here, the preetnieptioo is
that the Bennington will not be taken
north until the investigation is com-
pleted.
POTTERY COMBINE FORMED.
Concern With S4o.000,000 Capital la
Started at Philadelphia.
Philadelphia. Pa., July 27 —Phila-
delphia capitalists are reported to be,
the main backer, of a $eo,000,000 pot-
tery trust just formed and controll-
ing practicaNy the entire tableware
and china output of the country.
The organizer of the combination
is said to he Newton leackson, a brok-
er with offices in the Drexel building
and he is reported to have the back-
ing of three of the leading bank. of
this city, Mr. Jaclason has gone to
New York to secure the co-operation
of some fiugtecia4 interests in Wall
street in the polliery combination.
The principal manufactures which
the new ?ruse has secured control of
are those at East Liverpool, Ohio.
Jackson mide <steersl visits to
that city and after conferences with
the bankers and manufactertrs nearly
all of the latter accepted the offer of
the eastern capitalists.
Leatherworkers I River Ripplings.
MISS NELLIE HOTCHKISS SE-
LECTED AS THEIR CAN-
DIDATE.
Sunday Afternoon Labor Day Execu-
tive Committee Meets at Central
Labor Hall.
The I. elierworliere union -has in-
stalled Its •-ewly eected officers cho;-.
en a v,e[eksor two beir.
Peter Smitts, prefdiert; R. M. Nil: -„
vice tit; Harry Milnaford, s•ee-
ree.ary; OE...! Alien, recording secre
tar)'; Charles Block, chaplain; Jack
Carter, guide, and Charles Zeiss
guard. During the meeting the work-
ers of leather selected as their candi-
date for Goddess, of Labor at the ap-
preaching Labor Day festivities, Miss The Owensboro papers -ay that allNellieHiclehkiss of Ninth and Ad- the Ryrrran boats except the Reubenams srtreeris, who is one of the city's Dunbar, will be run out of Owens-most popular young ladies and will rboro shortly, on account of the Cum-make a most formidable candidate as berland river being too law at pres-the choice of this union, which is one ent for them. The Denber continuesce the eargest in the city. This makes between Paducah and Nashville ev-the second candidate selected for God ery week, while the other boats aredes' of Labor, the Bartenders' union the Buttorff, Scoval, Electra and Han-having ten days since designaned Miss ley.
1.1.nham as their choice for the honor, This morning the. steamer Ken-while the balance of the organized tacky got out of the Tennessee river.'bodies are preparing to do likewise. She lays here until five
InOrrow afternoon before
Labor Committee,
Sunday afternoon another meeting
will be held at Central Labor hail on
North Fourth street by the executive
committee in charge of the Labor
Day festivities, in order to hear re-
ports from the sesh-bodies regarding
arrangements being made for the fes-
tivities. They are gradually getting
things' in good shape for the gather-
ing.
Stages Yesterday.
Cairo 26.2, at fall.
Chattanooga 5.4, 0.4 rise.
Cincinnati 17.2, 0.4 rise.
Evansville 12.5, 1.0 fall.
Florence 3.0, 0.1 fall.
Johnsonville 4.5, 0.2 fall.
[Louisville 6.6, 0.3 fall.
Mt. Carmel 5.3, 0.2 fall.
Nashvil'e 9.1,. 0.4 rise.
Pittsburg 5.6, 0.2 fall.
Davis Island Dam 4.6, 1.0 fall
St. lhouis 19.8, of fall.
Mt. Vernon 12.4, 0.9 fall.
Paducah 13.9, 0.5 fall.
Answer Next Tuesday.
Next Tresday the Brotherhood of
Railway Carmen week give the I.abo
Day cocrnmittee an answer as to
whether they will participate in the
Labor Day parade. The carmen do
not affiliate with the organized bod-
ies, but have beers requested to join
in the celebration, and Monday night
at their regular session will decide
the question.
Benefit Period Extended.
Ordinarily during strikes of ship
caulkers the national union allows
each striking enember $5 per week
for eight ir'eeks, but yesterday the
caulkere opt here received word from
national hadqnarters that an exten-
sion had 'en granted them, and
they wou -be given the weekly al-
lowance for sixteen weeks just
twice at long as the usual period.
MAKING, OF NEW
CHINESE TREATY.
Doubt in Official Circles at Washing-
rsitii.cir.loding Even Laborers.
Washington, July 27.—Some doubt
is expressed in official circles whether
it' will be possible to obtain China's
consent to arw-ther treaty with the
United Statgs providing even for the
exclusion of Chinese laborers from
this COUAtty. The stase department
is aware of the ill-feeling throughout
China on the wholesenteect, and rrev
that the immigration treaty with Chi-
ne has been allowed to lapse without
tte negotiation of a new agreement,
reports have reached here chat China
is inclined hereafter to refuse to sign
any similar convention.
China's pi-infirm appears to be that
the exclusion of Chinese citizens from
a friendly country is in itself a dis-
grace, anti while he cannot ignore
iehe laws of a foreign power providing
for such exclusion, she can refuse to
sanction it kW become part of it by
conducting a treaty involving restric-
tions. A year ago, it is said, it would
have been easy to conduck negotia-
tions with China for exclusion of Chi-
nese laborers only. Now, however,
it is understood the Chineia officials
are disposed to regard the signing of
such a treaty beneath the dignity of
their government. The reason for
the assumption at Pekin of this new
attitude is not quite clear to the offic-
ials here, though in- some circles it is
attributed to the influence of foreign
power,.
ordered 31,000 names stricken from Spain
• the voting list of that eity. Another English as
cenvree of the city may be made. tthe Phi/i Use Islands.
peotelle against ehe use of
the official language in
Tee Henrietta came out of the Ten-




her return to that stream.
The steamer Dick Fowler gets out
for Cairo at 8 o'clock this morning
and comes back. tonight about IT
The Joe Fowler comes in today
from Evansville and leaves immedi-
ately on her return that way.
Yesterday the Yohn S. Hopkin3
went to Evansville and comes back
again tomorrow.
The Peters Lee leaves Memphis
this afternoon at 5 o'clock, and gets
here Sunday en route to Cincinnati.
The Rees' Lee gets to Cincinnati
lorlay - -and fearr§--trere 161teepree5i1
ternoon at 5 o'clock on her return
this way for Memphis. She passes
here next Tuesday.
The Reuben Dunbar gets to Nash-
ville tonight and leaves there tomor-
row on her return to this city.
The City of Saltillo leaves St.
Louis this afternoon for the Tennes-
see river and gets here Sunday on
her way up.
The City of Memphis has not yet
gone out of the Tennessee river for
St. Louis.
The City of Savannah was thie yes.
terday from St. Louis, but did not
put in an appearance.
BRITISH FLEET
TO GO TO BALTIC,
Years Since Such an Occurrence—
Naturally Causes Talk.
London, July 27.—The British Chan
net fleet will sail fee the Baltic Sea
on Augtrt JO and will remain there
terough September.
eeAs it 'has been years since a British
fleet appeared in that sea, the an-
untincement is connected in the public
mind with Emperor William's recent
tour and the visit of the German
squadron to Scandinavian waters.
The cruise of the British fleet is
regarded as deti_gned• to counteract_ _
the preporaferinee -of German influ-
ence in Scandinavian polities. The
admiralty. 'however, discourage" the
itaea of politics having any hearing on
the cruise, and says that the Baltic is
an open sea, and thal the fleet is sim-
ply going there to execute maneuvers
a ceremonious visit not being rentem
plated
Senator Mitchell. of Oregon, who
was convicted of using his office of
United States senator to further the
law practice of his firm, has been
sentenced to penal servitude for six
monters and to pay a fine of $t,000.
Hi, ease ha. been appealed to the
supreme court, pending which hear-
ing he is under $2,000 bail.
The rainy season continues in Man-
churia and hence the troops of neith-
er the Russian or Japanese army
can move about much.
Ex-President Grover aeveland and
wife attended the funeral of the late
Dank) S. Lamont at Mlillbrook, N.
Y., Wednesday.








When your head is throbbing
and well-nigh splitting with a
terrible headache take Henry's
Headache Powders and your
headache will speedily vt. tish.
. This headache remedy is per
fectly safe. There is nothing








Stamp & Stencil Co.
Rubber Stamps Made at Home
Can be appreciated more than
,rhose made elsewhere, we
are prepared to furnish all








In fact, anything in Rubber Stomp






The recollection of the quality of
our prescriptions remains long after
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
7th and Broadway. Tel, 756.
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in the
city.
scurrriacmmouraismar-irmin
Four Cents a Pound
SEND YOUR ROUGH DRY
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUT, SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY, OLD PHONE refs.
C. B. liatfieA
IS WRITING INSURANCE FOR
THE NORTHWESTERN MU-
TUALq LIFE OF MILWAUKEE.
HE SOLICITS YOUR BUSINESS.
YOU WILL DO WELL TO SEE
HIM. ROOM 72, TRUEHEART
BUILDING. OLD PHONE, OF-earthiluake
FICE, igg; RESIDENCE. 315.
I
• PURE COAL
Means Our Kentucky Coal will give the most heat, burns up clean
F„amily Lump, well:screened llc bu.
Large Nut  10c bu
Place your order for coal with us
United States Gas, Coat Coke Company
and makes no clinkers NE
Beth phones 254.
Large Egg lic 'bu.
Nut 10c bu.






'PIED OF-Ancrsirt Inman. 111CLPSLUK innISEKIVrill". I A Kit4GLE "INFAIt" ArgimAL pgkeHoLoal
laborers at Wilikemeboric. X. Y. Maw
earth What Aegeore to lio
014 111 OA Vela* Verner.
What seamed to he fragmeate of a
Ilitagnetie iron ineoecir, which may hare
Sissosad•4 to the earth centneies age,
as disoovered tile other day by some
laborers who are eecavating a °Clew
is Inickerboeher arcane, at Ccrnelia
ittreet, Willtemsburg, N. Y. The afa-
r" was made at a depth of 40 feet.being necessary to resnove a hill Se
feet high before the sidewalk loved wee
Peached.
Upon reatehtng a ten-foot depth in
She cellar exeseetioa the men carae
&Fon the hard eulostonoe. and at first
believed it nothing hut gelid roek. ltd
extraordinary weight, barterer. made
Ihem examine ft more closely. and
when they cut into a largo piece of
the matter they found the interior was
a solid mass of Iron or* beneath e
Perfect several hackies deep of harsh
tinted yeIlow clay.
The 'march waa extended furthers
and the men came up.. • perlectly
formed ape's head and also a elands
lead. All the Mahler was turned civet
to Frank N. Schell, the sew/firm:sore
who will transfer the relics to some
museum.
"It appear e to me," said Mr. Soba
'that when this meteor fell, perhaps
centuries ago, it struck the earth like
a shower of hailstones would. That
the pieces are all 'instant le evident
from the hard yehlow clay saw
Mounts each piece."
A NEW LnrE RAFT.
Itte-savtao Device of Special meet@
C. Placed on 110111141 of the
Warehtge.
The navy department is prorldine
Dome of the wareinips with • new If.
raft, says • Vitaiebington epeelel ti
the New York World. It consists of
an elliptical eopper tithe IttNnerwhsi
flattened, with air-tight overeat*
meats, strenethened by tea. The
tube is izeiteed in conk, wound ertth
eanvas and made absolutely water
tight- Attached to We foot is
rope netting three feet deep, teem
which is suspended a wooden slatted
bottom. The nettles in suspended
ea the inner side if tbe float trona
triage whleh tamed on leektaga o
that the bottom reels ^4 the propel
as metier w elhich ide of the
reani:iva. f lls upon the water when il
Is throws evesheard. It does net re
mare to be "tabled, salterfed os
turned ahem* Pt I. reside tor aservise
the stemma ft strikes the wattle
Cars are setae/tad to the sibs of the
Boat te propel It when it is ousrptet
peresse sanest get on this
waft what M. sag, issithe the lito
beat, Si camel impulse se founder,
tear. Klee • sag, re to plumes agatesf
the sides of • ship.
The war departanest is econsidertag
the adrisaltIttley of tietstppitng army'
erensports with the IMMO met of
deal.
NAUTICAL KW...CIL AT MANILA.
--•
Naval Offiellels to Do Itererythaaa Pone
ett• to fnarreaeo Eglyttove•ry
Of the taetltutton.
Naval °Meta% at Manila heisted to de
everythiag possible for IL, eueeess of
the nautical school at that paws. This
Institution was Inherited from the
Spanish government. It has been is
L charge of Lieut. Richard, . Townley,
United States navy, wholvas recently
detached trent that duty and oedered
bona. for oomplieity in certain irreg.
tiler businees relatien• with army sule
eistenee dfiteers at eianila. Anothes
officer has boss pissed in charge of the
Institution.
The school oilers a free education to
residents of the Philippine ledands in
ouch professional duties as will equip
the cadets to perform tin, duties of
masters and ofBeers of merchant ves-
sels. But, while the education is chief-
ly of a technical and a professional na-
ture, the students also are given broad
and liberal Instruction in the general
branches of mathemattos, geograpitys,
grammar, English and history.
It is contemplated to provide the
gehool with a practice ship to com-
bine practical with theoretical instruo
lien in navigation, seamanship, and
the general requirements of 'the pro-
fession for whisk the students are ti
he prepared.
Ifftrel••• Telegraphy for Warships.
Rear Admiral Bradford, chief of
the bureau of equiptnenh, will point
✓at in his annual report, says a New
York Herald dispatch from Whistler.
ton, the necessity of equipping Amer
lean men of war whits system of wire-
less telegraphy. As soon ea the ap-
propriation is obtained he will recces-
mend els system to be adopted for the
naval service.
Believing that Commander Richard-
son Clover, naval attache in London.
Is deeply oecupied with his current
work, the rear admiral has recom-
mended to secretary Long that a wire-
less telegraph expert be sent to Eng-
Mad to represent the navy In the
trials of the two new systems do
'eloped by Lloyd's •geney.
Iliteeteteity ea New York Central.
Electricity for the new York Oa-
tral railroad, at least to equip its
lines from the city's limits to the
Grand Central elation, Is more than
poesiblity of the near future. It is
said that an ele tele engine, in many
if its details unlike anything now in
service, has been perfected, and that
tt will soon have a trial. If its sue.
seas is as great as is promised, steam
power may pass from the Grand V s
teal Al lion before January 1,
lifeloe of ettuaessetn Warm
Minnesota farm lands have I At
aimed more than 10e per out_ fig
gibe daring tie sait tit"
oi 4* '44 *MO P w•vii errouppagnimer -
'tome of Inforsattue Peollukeftes
Cul.lnarr Depureneeme--hosee
lezeellant Littelage..
Aluminum is now being used Itlat
.ensively as a meter mi for toilet arti-
cles. It has advantageit over dive,
.5 being light in weight and never
tarnishing, while it cost. leer and CMS
be treated in an equally so-testis, man-
aer, says Boston Budget.
With a can of devihed ham one can
work wonders sometime& if one has
s reliable cue to begin °locations.
For instance, have a small can of it
and mix it through two gills> of cream
whipped stiffly. Add to this, too, a
rill of consomme in which is dee
solved half as ounce or even lees
gelatine. Put this into paper cases
it into little china IIIelds and set
sn ice for as long a time as neces-
.ary, or longer, and unmold when
serving.
Old potatoes should always be
?laced over the stove in cold water
end new potatoes in boiling water
Let the old potatoes stand in ice ws,.
ter for AD hour or two after peeling
and before cooeing.
Epicurean butter ix screed with
frilled meats, etc. To make it,. put
two tablespoonfuls of fiesh butter
ot a small bowl, and work into it
thoroughly with the poiot of a sit
ter knife n mixture of cayenne,
mixed lisrb powder. minced parsley,
lemon ji. cc and mushroom powder.
edben this is accomplished, set it on
the ice, and,as soon as solid stamp it
Into uainty pats. Dot these about
the meat in serving.
A delicious sandwich is made le3
spreading thin ovals of bread with
equal parts of finely•chopped celery
and walnut meats, mixed with
chopped olives mod a little mayon.
mdse.
To stuff an olive, peel the pulp
from the stone spirally, as one peels
an apple, being careful not to let ft
break. Then make a tiny ball of the
tiling and fold the strip about it.
Too much baking powder is often
ased in doughnuts and fried drop
eak.ea causing the dongis..to bona oat
to very irregular nubbles on the
edge, which soak fat and make the
doughnuts heavy and unshapely.
A pure cream of tartar beidng pow-
der makes the dough rise slowly, an
the gas is not all liberated simply by
moisture. Therefore, if you would
have the best results. cities? put the
biscuit into an ere of moderate
rather than intense heat, that they
may have time to rise before a brows
greet is formed. or 1st them stand
lea esientes to rise, awl then put
them into a hot eves
°reamed chic:dem or creamed swot*
breeds may tabs the place of creamed
oysters, and me really more whole-
some and tame easily premiered. Par-
boil the kweethreade sad pick them
apart; to each pale •Ilow one can of
inushroo na washed and chopped fine.
Stir the. • into a pint of cream sauce.
Where r .cken is used, to each three
pounds chicken that has been most
sarefuh boiled and cut into dies al-
low ainn of mushrooms and a pint
if crest i sauce,
FASH:ONABLE FEMININITY.
littreetl• Ireettory, of Welet• a.•
Goer. • for •nr.ozer Wear—A
S. anon zit irlenneoa.
Apropos a re .14%40. It may not he
amiss to hint that return of thet
pannier overskirt Is persistently
threatened, says a fashion authority.
A very stunning outing het for
summer shows a felt crown and a
straw brim, both white and trimmed
with a soft Persian silk scarf.
White waists are more to the fore
than ever, and they have embroidery
and lace tucks, and insertions with.
out number.
White with a touch of brilliancy
lent by Persian embroideries is •
conspicuous favorite of the best di
signers, and daring bits of contrast
make a feature of Paris gowns.
Lace douneres are once more the
height of fashion, and handsome
gowns are again made with two or
three of these counted on a satin
hiundation for the skirt..
Red silks are to enjoy a great
rogue during the coming season.
['hey are either shot with white or
have an Irregular pattern, are in
Iwo shades of red, or are in red and
black.
There is a new China silk which io
listinguished by perpendicular line*
of open work, like drawn work, with
a dainty interwoven design. This is
'specially attractive with yoke and
Jeep mitten-shaped cuffs of lace, the
face threaded with narrow velvet rib-
bon in any color desired.
This is to be a season of ruffles.
quite a numb,: or the new fancy
waists are made with frills down the
front, sometimes a single narrow one
op the edge of the lap, sometimes a
broad ruffle and sometimes two, altd
lacing opposite ways, so frill as to
form a jebot and concealing the fate
testing of the bodice.
Kee, the Mother Young nail Illegge,
This charming power to throwaway
tor the moment the conditions which
keep us from fun ought not to beim,
inclusively to babies. We took out-
rageous liberties with mother's sween
face when we lay (tooling fatter arms,
arid she was the happiest of women in
sonsequence. Is it not a pity that
through our years of necessary train-
ing we should forget the trick of
playing with her ty the time we 111141
rown? No girl, I am sure, could poli-
sibly misinterpret me into messing
that we are to turn sobs, eontridero
eons into foolish -Aimee. What I
neatly mean La that many matters
would be Improved if a sense of humor
deed Its light upon hem; and tattooist'
Wes be esoomplish el by firla.-41.118
Mar Aumill
4.w*.
411 0PMINSIMisranivaimmirtegmliow ' •
114 A i* southernlan than a d • age therestill re.
maimed a mral motion whick the people it
the towns designated as the "tangle," • tam
of' outeumely headed down from • peeled
when this portion of the meaty was isolated
by roads and covered with diem
timbers. The "jeagJe" fall behind in the
march of progress. The farm wagon ease
wood thedanoly teaks:eh on Studios when
II. people ea the prairie rode is"epsiag
wagons' or owned boggles There was NW
prevailing style of arch hooters, which is Agli
fremgns.dy seen, the square log Mese with
ime room and a boxedem Lesbos Mlle dile,.
The lights streaming through the me mall
whitlow sh•wed ouch decorate:me es the
wara ea a shotgun and rifle the here peer
ger flask and Minting psych, and trophies
of the _hunt, while on winter evenings the
giewing tireiteht from the cavernous dre
piano Wing/ shadows in and out among the
feethene.of onions, a dried pumpkin, and
"middlin's" surpendeVrom the rafters.
The dome in which Nestor Lane was bora
steed In a email cleared apace in the heart
of Lb. 'Jungle." Here she grew to wtoseser
heed with no wider experience with the tee&4. world than the weekday.wolk to the
merest villege, and an annual joaraey to the
togety seat In hit. time.
Her first hardship came to her at theago
a six, when she mut usage each day lee
If mikes to the district 'school. Bet school
days is the "jungle" were soon over, the boy'
getting the most of the "schoolin.'bemoan
the gtrls married sod had no me for it,
there were no bachelor maids in the "hue
gled Marriage was • certainty abut wined
themeould be no doubt.
If er Lane being what the natives of the
"jung:e" ca:.ed a "good, smart girl." 11
VIP expected she would make • good match
If the lace home was more picturesque
thee some of its neighbors it was became
Hesteds and trained the morning glory
vine, over the window in mummer and hid
the woodpile behind • bank of sturdy holy
hocks and priecess feather,. Tin pane
and pails shone nowhere eine with such
brightnees and luster eis they did on that
*ph outside the kitchen door. Besides
Heeler had pieced more patchwork quilts
es the long winter evenings that' earothes
girl In the "jungle," where • feather bed
andtedding and a we wee the dowry every
bride was expected to bring to her hew
heed.
Hester had ber ohoose between Seethe
Sindsoe's son William sad "Tim" Gelisa,
whose father was the trig Jead wiener is
the "jingle" IC CU -C-t,(iia sent off tea acres
few the young people to Mari oat with. Bo
tag a protest-minded young woman, 11...
ter took 'Jim" and the wedding day we.
set for Octorber.
Squire Bisdam. 11460 had "tied the hue
In every marrisee sny which had
lakes place in the tees deasie,
e 
and oupglem the 
"Pttia i solemn .1,1.,
ied 
se -be d=gd
thermeary for the yew/ papa is take, A
weddtag is the ',eagle we. plat
the real celebration beteg the es
leffewtog day, when the yeas. imehead Mai
big _tirlits to his father's Wm&
end reedSneer Lashed as she
lot ZIG "She." se the trent seat si the
wow wages is lime "lake Area if "sky
Mae deletes, trimmed with white lam we
the ruffle*. sod Mr la el seasou'e hit re
deosested with fresh Althea bows. This
Ong stray corteme reormented the
is tke sale of. eggs and better aberest.41°Z
hanily get:seise fee many weeks. It was
"handmade.' toe, a erring machine nee
yet being am' el the honerieeif the Lem
honaeheld.
tarty as they were. the "%date
Iran arriving before them The chairs
were arranged in • semicircle around the
MOO. sad 'Pre" said Pater sat dews
sear the men deer. The cempeay, the
elder somhers test, came forward one by
am and 'thee& them by the hand and oh
heed their congratulations. Titers was
only phrase in which the geed wishes)
meld be erunreryed. "I wish yes much Ley,"
repeated each neigbbce, solemnly, ad eat
Iowa *phi. The them was sham in the
mem. Lb. pens staring Weakly at the
bride and groom, whe haltered their am
barrommat by ecumateeal wilitmers is each
ether.
Who the Jests end wtt ilaavhIc
saltmeeed the festivities ref thi tihteeir/
were exhausted some of the elder folks ha
pa rembilseesates if former wedding ea
esedossa
"Ids melees how the world does change,"
mei Dante 'Marne Taylor. He sad kb
wila:mi:ItsciLlarira," were the
ef the 'Ton young fert":r.
gat aid Wart out in the world
re don't know what bard times ars.
imen  limber to flaw your home with,
and a week stove, and you mit bar IsedI
and Asir* and table already made.
wettabod.o50 rears s et go, wh n Lours and I
'Lear* heed at old Kaskaskia. Fiee
titer had come ever ea is the /Mapes Adetantucky, and I. being a roving chap
and tired at Tennessee hale, turned ap there
E
layeasd went to work fey him_ Seed
wee all dime by bend to these days, an4
helped Is the torn planting. We fell
ill love and.. were mania One day thee
thee I Wok Laura irp bobbed me tra • bare*
pad with all our worldly goods died is •
hesettle we darted out to seek ev forte%
In a new plemtry. Ws serer
gwe rea•Aed the and iep g
glue of land sad built a eaten- I made al
the furniture in their ors hands,sad Lenrj
moked eia lstatheftreplaos. IbM
es p to Pt.. Louis for almost
gIrttliala those dam and Leers wield slo 
wilderness, Rut the hakes were gess,
there wsmainaything there dam.wildcats."Grow in
the woods vermta end wildcats."
"And we 't have Utah" dtps
bess days,' said 'Ma's/ father. We had
earlier and venison, which we shot in the
Wood*, nod for cake and pie we heel'pod
Pen penes halted in the coals on the tenth.
'Jlmhe mother didn't have a etere-bongh
wedding dream liks Hester hers but
Huey wooled". the were bereell and cart
the *eel fey it, too. There wasn't se fji
hate in them days', the girl was proud who
mold get • bit if calico to snake a mentos
sell`
There would haste been mere stertes of the
pal old days when simplicity reigned at
wedding •feesta, but the men meet hurl
ewer ter the "houserahdag," and
l'ithe am weed dawn the Toge,'"Jhe't
serefully here and piled on a pretty lb,
es the ten aeree were in their plates sod
new home wse ready hi the "Nagle."
laisthe evening "Bill" Bledsoe, tbe
0.2 miter, to show that he &Geisha( seft, brought his fiddle and there was •
*s in the new hems, a "larreee-wersend the wedding heetleitia weZJlin" and Hester ettll Itvt
"Jungle," bet the little -Inseseree et
s added to It, and a seat Papa Noy
well-bepe °isthmoid ad wait r*
thcrity whiali le hut=
s'• tate 4
rol  sod ths.P=Vesed
wit so•it be 014=
its el a elabassur el.rie,0111/1, .
'amnions Suggested by the Pam-
Hsi Habits of Raccoons.
Ilgentoehe ed le aesthete Otteee•••1 ei
the waver et the neeentaglr bee
telligent Little Denizens
et the- Weells,
easeirmal psychology is to be studied,
I see, in Paris," said an obeerrant
"leen recently, according to the
New (*trans Times-Democrat, "and
the seteoliete are going to take the
rebeect up to • systematic way. That
is a good plan. It is a broad field, and
reeteerch along these lines will no
houbt be productive of musk interest-
ing data. Heretofore what acissatista
have said along this line, and in fact
ill they have learned, has been of a
theoretical nature, anil it may be said
thrt animist psychology has not pawed
berind the peeety experimental stage
"Darwtri 'came nearer formulating
an exact trypothesis than any other
telentist when he took up the study of
the emotions and the means of ex-
pressing them, but even this splendid
treirtise is lacking in that definite data
refich would Owe animal psychology
flume the so-called exact science*.
Rut ft has occurred to me that a busy,
etrstffng center of population, where
IMP may find so much that is arthicial,
.0 meet/ that is out of harmony with
,hie natural order of things', would
trot be the ptace to prosecute in an
orteffigent and sat isfisotory witty e
study of this interesting subject.
itirrounclinge a trifle more rugged
would seem to afford a better Amite
tunny for the observance of mental
pros:merges in the lower order of life,
tIthoteth, of course, pinch may be
,sterneti by the method which has been
Warted by Eue-opeim ectentists.
"In the southern pert of the United
'Wines them scientists might find Much
data that would eye them a more
lefinde clew to the reasoning meth-
ea of animate of the lower order.
n!"6 - 14TIC tier-Y..0f Ibeapposeent, fee
matinee, when he feigns death. ehows
ta element of shresednees which one
rarely ends in orders of intelltireuce
so pposedly higher. Take the raccoon.
Nhy tt it that be will leap up on one
• Pee of a tree and then jump as far as
'me ma from the other side? It is e
.rick. We is trying to fool the dog
that is after htm by making him be.
!eve be is op the tree. The'-oon has
gracticed this game for so long that
no well trained dog will ever howl up
• tree email he has circled around it
several times to see if lb. Cottle has
Cut resorted to the usual make-believe
'Why is it tbs. a 'often. when the
tree Is failing untie, the effect of the
bunter's as.. win scamper dowa
trunk of She" tree toward the stamp?
Fhe has two reasons for dolog it. In
'be first place. unless the dog knows
Vs business, he will mei out in the
hrectioc or tee falling tree, believing
the gatoe will scamper out from the
cp. In the second place. he reasons
that It is eater for 'body and limb
is either *treat Ise is reasoning about
'he thing. It Is a peyeholegical prco
rola Ittatitaelml hai e been reported
ny hunters of where 'coons would
leap from the top of tailing trees,
seemingly knowing that they were
perrued by u-shied dogs, who woied
Nang around the stump until they
-.geld scamper down the trunk of the
wow But the rule is the other way.•-rh. point I am trying to melee"
concluded the observant citisen. 'le
that the woods art Ailed wit, I leess
evidences' which might give the wee
elitists a clew to the reasoning meths
oda of animals of the lower order."
REGARDING WHITE ANIMALS.
Slaw a al Changes la film Colo%
O•rtaisr Besets nod Birdie
(Istokly Detour.
 wisesselalle 
WITCH GIRLS THEY LOV1.- -TIM RIVING' OP ANIMALS:
5 *Lapse* irreettee rust is ra4ra1ersia
In he Ilesas Yeats' Poor.* la
Pourn•elesoutr.
At S'harnotrtn. Pa, some weer ma
leme have 'arrived the march of pror
fess eaten( the Peke and Russian&
fhte of thefts observances is "winkle-
hig day." It is a favorite by for
mahful losers, for swiftness of /hub,
rather than oho:room of %mem, for
tures the belies of the eaminunfly,
i man esatern exchange.
It 
daps the man has been in train.'
14 for the ran of his lifie, while the
maids adjure wrests and rub lini-
ment ea their kneeroaps every night
ere wooing *lumber. IthaisHy the
morning at '.wheeling day" arreres.
' The man sees before hire .alli the maid-
ens of his village. He may tails his
pick. AJ1 be mart do in to catch and
inetteh and thick with water the ooe
of his ehedoe-the maid whom he
would hare for his wife. If dese le
teeter of foot than he and eseopes
die la tree If the num he Mitered et
its quarry she sahlem rote away,
though his fees are egad in Lades
shoes.
"ewttohing day" at lithanaohts is
Master Sunday, whoa eiE the lade and
lasses of the country routed shawl
gather ers the town for the menial
meeting. A girl's starting to rem he
accepted en a token that she Is not
averse to her purr:raw The yerethb
start in sempted as • proposal, and
se matter what misfortune may lee-
fall his quarry he must parido.for her
all the days of his future Rh
Paehothe Indeed was tbe illeetrathe
of this feet in the sere of Screen Maar
look. who wee by all odds the ham)'
meet girl in the Russian °amts.
for many Whoa about. &be was tap
and steadier and her eyes were metre
I
blue. libe wee crowned with golfs.
WY, wheal' grow in dainty eaglets
elms wpm her bead. Mho Itelabolt
Led mews sehore than she mesh, as.
earpt, and she was ray soy. Met et
toot, the makd had, awe aretelleg at
a marriageable ark passed ems
"sertte.Ung der 1n safety withal. Ihs
glitng tit her preentHea - - —
Mho Mantes& nutil man on the re
sent ilsoltval osemeos had meceeded
is osidirehaeing all her parserera
Many were the races she had ran, but
sower had a owitch or • paii at water
etees erteleds resobing diseenee of her
term it was en that Andrew•rthshinehr. a shrewd young man. Who
had purposely wahsd until Mks Mime
leek bad home fatigued, gore dim
011 darted the maid, end after bee
sped the permeace
Doers the railroad trash they
embed, all unheeding. Se melted
were both mertestantie-the man mo-
oing tor • wife, the girl for liberty--
Qat the r.ah of a trate was wee
sertiord. e engine tweed shrilly
sod at fee blare Mien Mashok, at'
dikied.. seutehled sod fen upon the
nil Both of ber legs were out off
below the knees, low% the dashes my
one wee rtes. And Kohl why.=
tem of her being • (ripple,
that he will keep hie see--rollie. ens wed
her jest as mem ..... :-..---.. -_-. elite is
leave the nurse% ear&
A polar bear would not have s
-*hence in stalking seals if it were
of a darker color. The only black
spot about it is the tip of its nosc
lhe sailors who first randed on vane
ou• unknown arctic shores and bays
stated that the bears limed t,, take
them for seals, and begin to stalls
them at • oonsiderable distance, lying
town fiat on their bellies in the at-
titude in which the well-known pttre
tograph bf Mr. Gambler Belton shows
the old polar bear at the Zoo, and
wriggling along in that position until
they came to an le, hummock, when
they would get tre „weer over to ace
.f the "seals" wet. alarmed, and
wriggle oreagain. The sailors added
that they could always see the black
nose when the bear got up near, and
wowed that the bear put hie paw ore,
tie muz-zle to hide it.. The arctic
'cries. the "blue" beim the ptsrmigaa,
ryper and fernlike all undergo the sea-
sonal charism to white by an identical
'process. says the London Spectator.
['he heir or feathers, as the case
vight be, lose color and turn whits
ey what may almost be described as
be instantaneous process. is the
tones and birds the white comes in
tat tchem brit the speed of the cattle
+hangs is remarkable. There are
Any stories of people whose halt
les turned white 'doom shock "en •
single night." Jecolog by the 'birds
'.'rid foxes, them storo-s must be true.
tlo one o*r sees the process of fad.
ng going/ on. The feather or patch
"h fur which vas brown or ere, ley
Tray suddenly whitess. Yet no ,ine
as settle/le seen the color goingt
The explanation ttsealy given is that
It takes place by night. There Seems
so "half way" tint setween the white
trid the original color.
ha out et (So Rae&
The Father-I aw se glaii"Jvhin get
looted to congress.
The liother-Yes it's a great re..
ht. He him tried as assay ways el
•arelag • avtieg 
% 
got 1.1149-aptsieam. .
LOVE BALLS IN SHAN STATES.
theegue sad De levee, tag Dtvesmeleer
Ammong lhoosiws renal, to Obi.
steam. famipttra.
Teed W. Carey has momently bass
traral)ng through an almost uaknows
part of the Chinese Iiikan states, widish
be between China proper and Burmalt.
In Qs amount of his journey, which
be recently read before the Royal
Geographical society, he spoke meet
favorably et the women of the seas
try, though his opinion of the tern is
bet so fissuring, Nay. the New Verb
.011.
Ea =hes anti figure. hesays.
them reesanhl• the Japanese.
end • the women are, to lay the least,
Jut es inaseevestienal and tascheetlag.
There the reeemblance enda. The mss
ere lacy, goed-for-notbing fellows, who
sever week unless they awe streetwise,'
obliged to do so. The worries tett der-
hrg tbe steeneu in the rim fields and
spend their time when at holm is
weaving etoth cad in household der
ties. They wear a very pretty me
*ante, tasted's a long white pew-
mat, which is much more bee:omits
than the ugly mewhapen immure of
the Chinese womeu.
Mr. Carey descrihes a diversion of
'the young people which very winet, be-
terseted him. As he passed through
the villages the girls often provided
themselves with cotton seed bank
whisk they call love balls, and enemy
times he Was pelted with these love
missiles. Ile says they were of course
sot Intended to oonvey any message
to him, but at the fewtivithe which
take pleree during New Tear's these
solored balls have • very Important
pert to play. On these ()cessions moth-
Inz eon kl be more signitheast to
Towle man, for she is vary careful he
throw it only to the part/enter young
lean whom she would like' to marry.
Thus she expresses her preference fen
ens or another of the swain& if the
Tonne man catches the bell, the fact
Is a sure indication that he wishes
to wed the girl, and the engagement
eight as well be anaouneed at once
Bet if he misses the ball, the fact he
dictates that be does not reciprocate
the affection the maiden desires to
give him, and she must find a love,
elsewhere. At all other times they-am.
Is simply a nude ot flirtation. when
tb• midden or man who fails to se.tok
the belt mast pay a surfeit is the
thrower.
- Off efai Certe.
The queen's footmen wear wigs
elsieh have eight rows of orris, where-
as these of the prima ot•Wales are at
lowed elreett rows, an4 those of the
seam al 
"— say
Vigo eapheasase hattesem Ilweas• Olt
lie Well Denroluopog In Some
Thom.
A number of authentic anecdotes
have bees collected by Le Tour du
Monde to illustrate the fact that the
sentiment of revenge is very well de-
veloped in some animals. Everybody
knows that elephants, for example
have lows memories win they are
(subjected to treatrneut teat Mirth
their feelings, Capt. -Shipp*, of the
rrench army, discovered this feet to
his sorrow six weeks after he had
given an elephant a sandwich sprin-
kled with cayenne pepper. The cap-
tain Shad almost forgotten the food-
dept when he next saw the animal
and attempted to caress him: but the
elephant, recognizing the practical
Joker, suddenly absorbed a quantity
of dirty water from a puddle near-bo
and diffused it over the ofbcer's uni-
form.
Griffith, the historian, tells • story
of two Indian elephaute at the 'deg*
of Burtpore. Water was scaree and
In great demand, which gave uncerual
velee to • well that had not dried up
One day, just az a small elephant and
its driver wee* leaving the well, the
animal carrying a pall of water, a very
Large and strong elephant seized the
pail and drank the water. The 'poetise
elephant, conscious of his interfere
strength. 'hewed no resentment bet
bided his time. On* day he saw his
enemy standing broadside by r well.
The little fellow suddenly rushed for-
ward with all the energy at his soots
mend, butted the big one on -.he side
and tumbled him over into the well.
An Indian missionary tells of an is
discreet portion whom he saw teasing
an elephant by pricking his trunk with
• pin and then feeding him with let-
tuce salad which no elephant has an3
au for. The animal was rather slow
In anger and he bad not fully decided
to be mad till • half hour had elapsed,
whew he suddenly seised the man's hat
frame his head, tore it into ale eds and
Stag the firegmente Into the face of
his tormeatoe.  _— • _
A l!trii stairestse tOld, ewhne
ago, of • milkman's deig that was the
terror of all smaller canines, as he
was a fighter and never mimed •
shrinee to mix up in a row. Most of
the dogs in the neighborhood bore
sears as evidence iff Nis ferocity and
prowess. Nose of them could match
Ntas in a fight. The idea finally oc-
curred to them. however, that there
is strength in ugion, and so oae night
about a doyen of them went to the
home of the tormentor and thrashed
him within an inch of his life. The
milkman found next moraine that his
dog was nearly di-ad from the wounds
Lefileted. When he recovered from tt.•
scrimmage he was &cheered dog, bite
hie wholly lost his taste for ilerhetel
dir Andrew Smith, a sosshorist, told
Darwin that one day be saw a mum
baboon in (teeth Africa beepatter with
mud an offirer, who, all spiek and spate
was Oil his way to psi ade. The offices
bad frequently teased the satins:
which took this effective means of re.
venire Parrots also are amoeg too
aninsele that do mot mos foraret [see' 
ionswho tees* or met' • tb•te‘
They use.a11) find Pfsyre to glee
some sepleseent t• to those
who are unbind to them.
STARI t,. SZOE TRADE.
• lhotbeed of fli• evireheai haevers se
go Mooed oft Meknes's+. is Our
ten Loathes Inageottlene.
There .• to be a shoe sod teethe,
expositieo in lioatost, which eoutte.
oes to be the eltief market for beets f
and shoes In the liaised States •ft4 •
me feature of It is to he a repr. duo.
don of the orerinal shoo emcee. ia
the. United States, shays the Sew 'I en
he.
For many years eft.r the settle-
ment of the Amertean colonies no et.
tempt was Mae, to men o Ne•strie
hoots end 'hoe: foe the m•reet. hese
wear being imported from Eagles/1
and France. This was a period or
head-made she.. ei•J is
towns large enooch to have a meal
shoemaker, he supplied all the n4.edie
of the iuhebitaate In towt• not
large enough to eversion a oinhh„, one,
Mee a traveling shoemaker went tante,
team to place, stopping • day o-
week at each.
Ro far se is known. the first •boe.
factory Its Mamachusetts ems situ,
sted in thsn•era not far from the
historic house in which flea. Porter,
of revolutionary fame, was born. As
early as irse various shoemakers were
at work marrying, rutting •rol oleo-
making at the original factoiy In
Dart v',
The original shoe factory of Den-
vers tan, it is said, be reproduced
without weave expense, and as thee
boot and shoot interest In natuutchse
setts is etre not °nil,' well estshliehielt
but enjoYhte an nnweial amount of
eonernercial prosperity, with s. larger
foreign market than it r.ler had be.
Pore, it to thought probehle that the
exhibition will be represeetative be
chatty respects.
The chief corintrieft to which Amer-.wan snoop are sent ere Australia., I
?melee& the Wiest 'Indira. Cape Towne
text.* and Okuda._
Hew te
The man who gets the moat out of
life is the one whet is •Iweys loekine
op, who is determined that everything
be sines, every investment be makes,
shell leave him a little higher up, t
Little further on. Tn learn. therefore.how to spend for the higher ?amitiee.
seateed of the lower, so that the meet'spnalltlea, rather than the animal, maybe developed, is a problem that eau.
trouts tue-Suceese.
Many bees Moe.
Too will Ind a prod men,' 'met
ma, of whole you did &Gilles-set tte




































































































































































































































Extremely low rates are announc-
ed via the Southern railway from
points on its lines for the following
special occasions:
Athens, Ga.-Summer school, June
27,-July 28, 1905.
Ireskoirviille, Tenn.-Summer school,
June 20-July 28, 1905.
Mionteagle, Tenn.-Mionteazie Bible
Training school, July 3-Aug. 15, 1905
Monteagle, Tenn.-Woman's con-
gress, Aug. 1-15, 1905.
Nashville, Tenn.-Peabody college,
summer schools, Vanderbilt Biblical
institute, June 14-Aug. 9, 1905.
Oxford, Mess-Summer school,
University of Mississippi, June I4-
Aug. 9, 1905. 
/Richmond, Va.-farmers' National
congress, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.-Summer school
for teachers, June 16-July 28, 1905.
Rates for the above occasion open
to the public. Tickets will be solid to
These points from all stations on the
Southern railway. Detailed informa-
tion can be had upon application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
railway or agents of connecting lines
or by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexing-
ton, Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Wadit-
ingtOn, D. C.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
Lotiaviae, Ky.
G. B. ALLE41. A. G. P. A.., St.
Louis. M.




• zoo Room Hotel-High and Dry and
Well Ventilated.
-A-14/CE PLACE TO SPEN
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-
COMMODATIONS, AND THE
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
TERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE-
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
AND THE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
RAILROADS.




If you want ',our clo:hes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose, 339 South Third street. I have
the nicest line of samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
E. I-1. PURA' EAR,
ATTORNEY-ATTLAW,
' Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building.








EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT





S. P. POOL, Manager
GUY NANCE. Met.
105 South Thisd Street.
Residence over stars
Both Phones zio -Prices Reasonable
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Dree Rivers & Rives%
too North Fifth. Both Phonee nes.
Residence tier Clow. Old phase rep
Mai
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Boteshones 88 at the office, both
phones 24o at residence. Office hours
7 to 9 a. nt.; tOSp.m.;ytOqp.m.
A. S. DABNEY.
• y --DEN T IS T--,
j, K. Hendrick, J. 0. Miller
HENDRICK & MILLER
LAWYERS
Rooms z, a and 3 Register Build-
ing, 533 1-2 BroaawaY•
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 3i.
Paducah #
Mattress Co.
For First-class Upholstering, Mattress
Renovating and Fine Repairing.
We store, pack and ship furniture an
short notice.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
Ins to 219 South Third St
G. C. DIUGUID,
ATTOR.NEY'AT'ILAW.


















Roams ai6 and ext. Fratarvity Wag
Will praie.s in ll roans of Ks.
and IL
- A
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
leo NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 353
Office Hourst 8 to TO a. nte, I to 3
p. M. and 7 to 9 1). m.




Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 3a,
Paducah, Kealucky.
H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE Tao NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence agli Moe agg




ing Call on •
J. V. GRIEF, MGR.
3z9 Kentucky Avenne.-Tel, 956-red.
Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYERS.
Both Phones 6 -Rooms mos and mom
Fraternity Building.
°Ike phone 251, RallidatlCe phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 2o4-6 Fraternity Building.
H. B. KEEBLER,
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.








Trustbsurt 13••1'4ug. roc a Week for The Register.
digtiONERIS BURPIA11. inaisp "It "MIL
IIT TOP.11011GA1I.
Tbse is e wreck •down at Spoonerfs
hotaime-4 wreck that was formerly • piece
at blithe manhood, with • marked tendency
to talk and • wen on his head. The wreck
In question used to be saluted hy his cred-
itor. as Mr. Spooner.
Where, before, all was joy, in the Meseta
ectave. 
- now is sorrow and woe la large
qualatities and a dilapidated bureau in re
inarltably small pieces.
The bureau in question arrived in the
Mayflower, me Spooner used to proudly as
aart. Unfeeling neighboie used to mins
times sneeringly remark that it had mon
the appearance of having come in the Ark
But neighbors will carp and let their hop
tan through your cabbeige-patch in wild
and 'bristly freedom, so de will take Utah
sneers at 50 per cent. discount.
How the bureau came there was not the
subject that worried Spooner just before
the pall of darkness rnd bumps settled Or413
the happy home. How to. get it, sway war
what agitated his mind.
' Spooner's enle daughter, Cyclonie, had,
at least, been so fortunate as to eorral a
fearless being, who made her his wife-and
the was Cydonia Spooner no longer. It
Is not the purpose of the writer to dia
tribute the idea that, but for this time-
ly attack of matrimony, Miss Spooner would
have become more altitudinme. Far from
It! She simply ceased, as a Spooner, to
make the menu at three &fly repasts look
lirt if attacked by an itinerant eat, and tore
"nark plaintively that woman's mission on
earth was not clearly defined around th.
edges.
Now that their daughter had succeeded
hi committing matrimony in the first
degree Mr. and Mrs. Spooner resolved tc
do the proper and appropriate thing. Atte
mach Centicular thought, they decided te
present her the sacred bureau, *mune
which clustered such hallowed associations.
like those indigenous to an old buffalo
robe.
The mired bureau was located in the
second story of the Spooner domicile, in
the "spare" bed doom! How to get it down
itairs was the questioa.
The time, several years before, whoa
:eggs, the drayman, had raked the pea
denim piece of ferniture to the soma&
story window, by means of Reek rope and
profanity, was still fresh in Spoonei's mind
Ile remembered that Jeggs had measured
the bureau, which was an enormously de
Moped affair sad then had measured the
etairwey.
_ "Too wide for the stairs." ass Jaw' irew
diet.
be without any more fu m he had pro
seeded to haul it up the side of the house
and introdnee it through a window.
But Spooner conaiders himself a peer le
the way of eancentrated think, to any twee
legged drays's(' that ever wore • hairy hor-
ror foe a beard and charged 40 pieces of
saver for marrying a 50ftest trunk tyre
blocks. He knew, without measuring, thas
the stairs were wide enough for the be.
reale Single-handed and alone he attacked
Ike lugubrious piece of fermiers in its own
WM spare bedroom.
By dint of much polling and as equal
&mount of healing, he succeeded in wrest.
lag it to the head of the stairway, in spies
of the fast that it seemed ()minimally ou
mob its clews into. the Boor, in • deter
mined effort to meet the departure.
Getting ahead, be carefu* lowered the
bureau telleied himself. The operation was
only marred by the trifling accident of ail
the drawers slippiest out at me and the
mime time, and all but the last WM bade
Is some portion of 8pooser's parses m=en, • wooden Mower, wen laths, 'tad
below in the "egg" af the stair
way. The last and heaviest answer do
ZiaLi teeti tit, 1n-one side up, es • Spoomies
m the regular enter of premed-
beat shoulder, sad bowed heed. Irk held
se the Merilower heirloom slipped and theseed Ogee tell forward mesa hiss, the
Ma• strides him ems* b....nieth the thin
Down they west, villa aL the agonises*
tad ethwity that attend the page of
hum. rushing hentlealle &we the iteurideer
DI time.
Spooner was a tri& In advance ef ths.
berms when both arr.ved in the "tor el
the stairway.
The dnewere Ikea LA mute thab-datrea
s few seconds before, lay in a confused heap,
with all possible meson upward to welsome the now hilarious Spool's?.
He landed on all these comers and ere
oral more that seemed to put in an appear.
awes foe that mouton only, and the an
sheet and vindictive bureau Mesa square
7 on its head on his quivering sorpormity.
A wild, uafiled yell, es sharp yet so rot
egnmous that It startled tins bete out of the
shiningly and brought Mrs. damper to the
loot of the stairs.
the precious bureau!" she aPriekeei
What, oh! wlmt has happened to itr
Presently a faint voice piped up from the
bottom of the pile where apooner was do
sag • esontortme sot beneath the bursae:
"The precious bureau is uninjured as
ret," it said, but I WU mortally wound
el by this osinnetenade dernoni"
Frightened at the awful condition of her
dpout.e, buried beneath • niountaim of re
stemless furniture sod with ne insure's.**
en hi 1114. li-s. Spoocer ran for assist.
Ince Preeently she returned wee seise
err Killer. By his Arose arm, the wreck
4 meal:hoed was chews from beneath the
till eralteat heirloou at the Reuedhesda
Another ineasurernect was instituted. and
.h• former decision of ibegs, the drayman,
was eladiceted. The bureau would en no
down the "jog," for the stairway
was inisA aarrower from there down.
Withost a word, but with • terrible dark-
sine resolve depicted eft his ecireene.1
fiesge. and noes seversi Melia@ out m wee#larob, Spooner, asaieted by Killer, set towork to ferse the bureau up to the top
4 the •tairs again. This they succeeded
• enseo..plishins, in spit* of the Peritarucal
resist& • of 1...at rubbers orthodox skeet
4 dransire.
Than Spooner rolls it ever, and over,
said, with the sleigh' aid, he balanced
t • moment on the weridow-sill.
Wnh a meet of al neat &radish asyfted
. apasomMe bitch to hie Pants 67,0nAs slewg slipping away from the shatehes of hie
ere rear numender blame, Spooner pushed
the bureau, now tliceeughly frightener& out-
ward, sad it buni d through the air like
theyiTs it et a limes- (sobbed meteor. With
S Laded on the stonedoeretep,
iwo aeries below. nd was nothing but a
inset of its former teanieur.
Col. Wlodypisee's valuable dog, at the
tench-leered persuasible had, but a =o-
rient before. been (sawing an overshoe
• she dooruep. Now be lay under the
sureau--onar a *tame recollect:we, • hairy
trease-epet.
Cyelenia pot no wed ling present from her
*mina; Fareeser got sethiag but atheist'
overtime% ed bumps sad abresioes and
bill for $1P6, mid cob* the value of the
at. dog. To all of .wkick be ebiurgetedI ankh pieturesque phrase that he seas s
thumb trial In the near distance.
ltiosesMo.4 *ieeseri-Chted
palsalla
Sew Vera Heaters ollellaled to ray
ebou tor • Day's Saaaias
ea a ate Ware'.
John Hendrickson, a breeder et
fancy cattle, mostly Guernseys and
Jerseys, living near Pleasant Valley,
an the Cochecton turnpike from
White Lake to Newburg, N. Y., re-
eently found four of his .net young
heifer« us the field, all riddled with
ehergee of buckohot, which had en-
tered elm odies turn behind 'the fere
leg.
Neighbers rep seed nue euei. es
from Ne.. York, who had beeu stay-
Mg at Weite Lasze, had passed ceer
bis farm in quest of partridge, and
that ',Kota had been heard in the
ricinitylof the field where the cattle
were at pasture.
The dead heifers were the finest
specimens of the Hendrickson herd.
and it occurred to the owner as he
was examining the wound, that
killed them that they bore a strong
resemblance to does by reason of
their delicately formed liinbe He
was seized with the idea that they
had been mistaken for deer by the
hunters.
Hendrickson heel, to White Lake,
but found that the three men he
wanted had gone. He ascertained
their names and addressee in New
rnrk and after considerable difficulty
erated them. He hie lust returned
after seeing them, and as • result
of his visit he Is 6500 richer than
when he went se the atty.
FIDDLES WITHOUT HANDS.
Praxes nisween. et Attanta. T. Over.
erease• Seemingly Itteasmourat-
able DIAllealttea
Atlanta, a small tow e south a
Bloomington. Ill., has In Prank Claw-
son a fiddler whose chief bid for
tame lies in the tact that he is with-
out hands. Clawson has been,• per-
former on the violin since boyhood,
and his skill was such that he was in
demand at every country dance in
that pert of the country. Several
years ago he was caught ta • bliz-
zard and both hands were so badly
frozen that t1hey were amputated at
the wrist. Supposing that his fid-
dling days were over, the bid laBern-
ment waa laid away by the owner.
The old-time longing to bring out
merle became toe sarong to be re-
slated, and he conceived the unique
idea of playing without hands. He
made a contrivance out of heavy
wire, which enabled him to wield the
bow. Th• matter of angering was
snore difficult, but by hard prunese
be trained tb• stump of hie left hand
to make the ameessary shifts from
one irtring to another, end from re
etticen ter poeiticra. With the addle
bold Is Sao* by hie obits and Irnene
and with the help of hie finge.
arms, Ciewson manage, to pla.
nearly as muoli suieeas as term, .
A YOUTHFUL GRANDMA.
UPI& Onwt•ten„ .5 Iowa Walls, la.
Ma'am the Iteeera ley Ma
Ilertbweet.
--
A graadmetker se 19 ie the record of
Mrs. James P. Careeton, of Iowa Falls,
is., who Maims the distinction of being
Ike youngest gr•neimother in the en-
tire northwest- 6tis Is hoping to be •
great-g-randmothu by the time she
1#1
Mr and Mts. C•rlaton were Mar-
rted in Ohio 15 years ago,,Mrs.Carletos
Ming only 11 year. old when she was
wooed won and /*IS to the altar by het
youthfui seboolmate. Lem than twe
rears litter, when only 13 years of age
%be bemire* a mother. The tendeacy
toward early marriages in the Corsew-
l'amily was transmitted to the d•ugli
ter, and two years ego, at the age of It,
rbe was married. Leda week eh* be-
came a mother.
Until recently James P. Carleton was
postmaster at Iowa Fans, but. few
inesottur ago he end his wife removed to
8t. Paul, Minn., wiser* their daughter
a-nd grandchild reelda
Illevereat to. Illeweettag the illeerro.
A promising movement has been
/tweed in Virginia for the benefit of
the negro population. Thd idea orig
limited with Dr. R. K. Jones, of Rids
motet and several prominent and
wealthy negroes are associated with
1110 first of the propoeed set-
tlements will be established near
Richmond. Pines of ten acres each
will he laid off and upon email will
be erected a foor-roomed b.g cabin
of entique style These plots will be
soli on easy installments plans to
neorroes anxious te hotter them
selves. They will be given prisatioal
and syetematio Instruction in farm-
ing, an experienced expert front the
Institute at Hamertos being entered
so Instructor.
ries a Prodigious Irsemet.
A bold, remarkable project is re.
salving attention among Russian en-
rimers. it is propoised to conetruot
a tunnel under the main ohain of the
Catlett/us mountains from a point 41
miles scroll of Vlallikairkas. The tun-
nel will be Ii sidles 'long and coat
875,000,000. As soon as the Trans-fli•
hellion railway is finished, It Is be.
hived. this Caucasian tunnel, which
Ilea the warm support of the mar.
will be oornmeseed. Prom a mint* re
and ecnomereial point of view it.
work will be of vest Importeinoe, ••
the oaly dinert so nmuniciation w"
twane-Canceede frees eouthern Resets
Ii by an ordinary road frets Visalia.
pokes to UHL
1106001. la Oak.,
A year age dews were SCSI pubila
embessis he Cuba, wilt ialkiLos ehildres.
Mr. Owe are 1810008 wheal AIL
Orilliv and new solhooke baby
_
Iii CULTURE PLANS
Smeary Wilson to Encourage De.
velopment of the Industry.
Asai Cesarean to. .10,000 ler the
Irereas• Preliminary Test and
Laveetteatten et What C114111 se
Dame In Vatted States.
Secretary Wilson, of the department
id agriculture, is determined to re-
st•• interest in the cultivation of silt
worms and mulberry trees in tht
United States, and the sum of eio,00e
which he has asked coagrees to give
him to develop silk culture in the
United States for a preliminary test
and investigation, will be spent with
a view of interesting every man and
woman- in the country who has some
spare time for the work in the planting
of mulberry trees and the care of sing
storms.
If the appropriation asked for is
granted Secretary Wilson will turn hie
attention first to the south, on accounf
ief the large amount of cheap laboi
to be procured there. If the results
in the south are at all satisfactor)
C a the men, women and even the
shildren will be appealed to by the gov
element to lend a hand In establishieg
a new industry.
"After congress authorize's the
start," raid Secretary Wilson, "I shall
be ready to furnish the eeeessa.ry sup-
plies to anyone wishing to make the
experiment of silk vulture. The work
L a about all done in tie spring, ri ee 11
soy plans carry, by next spring every
Member of •ongress will have at hid
disposal 60 mulberry trees to be given
away to his toonatituents. I think it
likely that I shall call upon Booker
T. Washington to help me at the start
through his great industrial school
at Tuakeree, Ale. He is ready there
I. take hold of the experiment and
glio much in a abort time in educating
the people in silk culture.
"So far as I am concerned. I know
milk culture can be made a success In
this country. People laughed at me
when I said the beet sugar industry
would be a success, but it is a success.
and the total yield this year will be
1100,000 tons of sugar. We are grow-
ing excellent tea plants in this coun-
try to-day and preparing tea for the
market in an absolutely clean way-
that is, in steel cylinders and without
the tramping of perspiring cheap labor
upon the leaves. The Yankee can sur-
mount almost any obstacle, and he hie
medistely improve, almost any ides
se industry he imports."
WANTS ISLE'S COINS CHANGED
&Maw Governor et Ilawatt Orrree
Aisserteas llaskey freir tIes in
the Islas&
Authority for the conversion of all
Hawaiien silver oohs. into correspond-
ing coins of the United States and for
the immigration of • limited number of
Minces laborer* conditioned upon
their engaging in agricultural purrutta
only during their residence in the tor-
ritory and their return to their own
("pun tr7 upon *emit n r to be farmers are
the thief reeommendations of H. Z.
Cooper, meting governor of Hawaii, ta
his annual mpoet.
The prosperity of the isle n da, accord-
leg to she aotiag governor, depends on
the suocessful and economical produc-
tion of sugar. "The employment of
Aimee and Japanese by the planters,"
he mays.. "never halt and never will in-
terfere with either American skilled or
unskilled labor, but if an ample supply
of desirable labor can be obtained it
means millions of dollars spent for ma-
chinery, building m•terials, tools, steel
and iron and other supplies of Amore
eon manufacture."
New Jereera Per. Peed Law.
Whet is said to be the strictest pure
food Law in the United States has just
gone into effect in New Jersey. Its
enforcement has been intrusted to
the New Jersey board of health. Un-
der it the offlee of state dairy cons
imissioner has been abolished end hie
duties have come under those of the
*hiet food inspect .r. There will be
a large number of deputies scattered
all over the state. Everything that
ean some into use far human con-
sumption aa food or drink is included
@nder the law. The inspection will
even take hi canned goods. It does
not matter whether them or anything
Sloe Is manufactured or put up out-
side the state or in it, they are liable
to come under the ban of the law if
the analysis to be made from time to
tLine shows them to be unfit for hu-
man food.
Dlaprevee Keerh Theory.
Positive signe of tuberculosis have
appeared in the cow that was inocu-
lated with germs by Dr. George D
Barney. of Brooklyn. several days
ago. Dr. Barmy will permit the
@Urns to become more pronounced
and will then kill the cow and hold
an autopsy. Dr. Barney is now cer.
lain that he has disproved Dr. Koch's
theory that human tuberculosis and
bovine tuberculosis are not intercom
nittnicable. Dr. Barney said last
night that he had no doubt that the
autopsy to be performed would
prove beyond doubt the fallacy of Dr
loch's theory.
Prisoners fa BrIttelt Indian Jails.
No fewer than 587,884 prisoner'
were in the prisons of British India
In 189e 1900-an Increase of 92,064
over the number for 1891. Of this
huge total only 14 355 werll female",
which ta a smaller proportion thus
be western countries.
Gift of • artane.
A new form of benefaction to a
Few .gland town Is that taken Is
she gift .if francs aelIeu. of Sew
York, who has gives' Iforeelle'd
Ilwea. • mane tartans.
WONDERFUL BRAIN WORE..
seawir Tax Dees the Illosestas
Clerks ta the goitre States
Railway rest& server...
Millions of people are comelsim es
nowadays of being taxoei
but an army of Jaen in •I awl°,
et Uncle Sam are burdeueet with •
mental practice unheard at, as re-
gards extent, in any other country of
the world. Things that b allway
postal clerk must reniemiw I I av e in-
ereased in such volume the+ o - would
think every cell of Lis hraii. would
ne flied wi•li the name of i p. t office
at railefte ie , won.
ler is teeit the c1s.rkb m.ud eees not
falter under the pressure. Despite
tkese facts cases of insanity among
Ibis class of public servant* are rare,
says the Chicago Record-Herald.
' One Chicago postal clerk maiittained
for several years a record of 21.ier0
cards (which take the place of letters
n examinations) with an average ver
cent. of correct distribution of a froe-
tion over 99 per "rot. He knew how to
reach that emery offices in serefal
states by the shot '"at, ,luickest roue.-,
and be knew the correct locatioe
sac' Juice! . its state.
A clerk on the New York and Chi-
Togo railway post office nuns: knew
the correct location of every peer of-
fice in a group of states made up of
Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, Indiana.
Minnesota Soinli Dakota end Ne-
breaks. In these seven statee there
are 12,317 post offices. Not only is the
clerk required to be "up" on the ien-
eral scheme, which means the correct
location of the poet offices in ea, Is
state, but he must know how to reach
the whole 12,000 post offices from one
or more stations.
A clerk running •between Chicago
and Miuneapoes underwent no fewer
than 78 examinations in 15 year..
learning 13,306 offices in 15 different
sections of the United States, in
some of the examinations hb was re-
quired to make a Chicago city distri-
bution, which means that while run-
ning over the country at the rate of •
mile a minute he must diatributs.lete
tare to the carriers of the Chicago de-
beery. He must know not only where
every public building and leading men.
motile house is located, but also how
to ckivide the numbers on a particu-
lar street so that he can "tie out" his
letters to the correct carrier, accord-
Lag to the route of the latter. This
same clerk made 13 examinations in
ten months, with an average correct
distribution of 9 :88 per cent.. In Id
examinations he came out of nine of
them with a clear 100 per cent. each.
Think of such a task, taking into
consideration the puzzling similarity
of-names that aee used to designate
post offices! Thee. too, must be con-
sidered the fact Moat there are hun-
dreds of mules where in each state is
it post office of the same name. For
Instance, in the states named above
there are five post offices named Ham-
ilton, six Grants, four Garfield., four
General', four Smithvilles, font Spar-
the and five Jeffersons, and so on.
In some instances there is a post of-
ice of the same name in each of the
seven states. As one may imagine.
this only tends to confuse the average
mind.
THE MOUNT stIN LION.
Ck •LIU plots IPLINEMlidisil#11-TalUlb141
Ptak or of tLe Cu. Tribe- Sew
H•r.11 to Wind.
From • story In St. Nicholas we
slip this description of the old-time
mountain lion:
There was a time when the Ameri-
len mountain hoe was one of the
most formidable animals in the world.
The cat is the masterpiece of nature;
sem IWO assaaamt Wait was wee us•ant
most terribly armed and powerful of
ene cat family. It was a compact
mass of hard and tough muscle and
gristle, with bones of iron, strong
Jews, sharp teetl.. and claws like
steel penknife-blades. It was
prodigiously strong, tithe, and quiets,
covered with a mail-coat of loose skin
that was as tough as leather.' It had
the temper of a demon, and was in-
satiably bloodthirsty. Withal, it had
the proverbial nine lives of the cat
tribe.
Against such an animal it was
hopeless to match dogs. It was said.
In the school-books of 40 year* ago,
that "three British mastiffs can pull
down a full-grown Asiatic lion." Per-
haps they could; but they would have
been sorry of they had tackled a fell-
grown American mountain lion of
that time. He was not to be -pulled
down" by anything: and if he had
beet "relied down," that was exactly
the position in which he fought best.
With his back protected by the earth,
and all four fearfully armed paws fly-
ing tree, aided by hie terrible teeth,
and a body so strong that it could
not be held in any position-well,
when he was "down" was the tints
that he was most "up."
He once was found in all the Rocky
mountain regions, from the jaguar-
haunted tropical forests of the ex-
treme south to the home of the
northern erinter blizzard; but he at-
tained his greatest size and ferocity%
on the subtroofeal plateau of north-.
ern Mexico, New Mexico and Arizona.
they were. The tourist or hunter of
These animal. ere no long-et what
to-day cannot hr.,..• to flat any of the
old-time power er ferocity
etippi age tor Royal Readies.
As his children attained the age of
ten King Edward had everything con-
scatting them which appeared in tht•
newspapers, pasted into albums, and
these were handed over to them when
they reached yeaes of discretion. The
prince of Wales, however, began at the
beginning, and each at his children
has a volume of newspaper cutting'






Have you that tired, worn-out feel-
ing? Do you have blind or dizzy
spells? Do you have shooting pains
in the head, back, arms and legs? Is
- your appetite bad? If you have these
symptoms you need a
Bile Capsule
The price is 5 cents each. This
week they cost you nothing. Their
value to you cannot be estimated be-
cause they may save you a long spell
of illness, or even your life. The




Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered to any part of the city.
Phones No. IS°.




,FOR RENT — Two furnished
rooms at 41o'South Third street.
sWANTED—To rent a furnished
house. Address L., care Register.
STRAYED—One datic mare mule,
14. hawks. high. Reward paid for, de-
livery tol'A.. f. Laevison & Co.
FOR RENT--Furnished rooms
within three blocks of Fourth and
-EthicTsidy. dtirg old phone 613-4.
POSITION WANTED—By nice
--:18-year old white girl, doing house-
work.. Address L. R., this office.
-STRA-YErveitf dark bry,
hand horse and mare mules, and one
I3%-hand clay color horse mule. Re-
ward paid for delivery of the muk-s
to A. M.J.aevison & Co.
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
dwelling, seven rooms, lane recep-
tion hall, hot and cold water, goad
out buildirara, nice yard with shy&
trees. Wil sell on terms to snit pur-
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at
924 North Seventh street. New
phone No. 6ao.
Friday Morning, July 28, 1905.
—LOCAL NEWS
—Miss Audrey Taylor is ill of ma-
larial fever.
—Mote cloudy and showery with-
er is the prediction for today.
—Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kreutezr, of
South Fourth street, have a new girl
baby.
—This evening at 7:30 o'clock the
A.pollio chk meets at the First Chris-
tian church.
—This afternoon at 4 o'clock the
Ladies' Mite society of the First
Paptist churoh meets with Mrs. A.
G. Coleman, of 1103 NPOttrese street.
—Word from Paducah Junction,
down on the I. C., yesterday morning
was that burglars broke into the die-
pot and robbed the cash drawer of aj.fssi•c- -•
small amount of money.• • -ci. Surgeon Murrell. asf theilt§r-
ria twist)* ital, operated on J. H.
Cunningham for double hernia. The
ailing gentleman is connected with
the road and was brought 'here for
treattniiit.
—Yesterday morning before day-
light residents along Kentucky ave-
nue., from Seventh to Ninth were
frlisvallentlie by several pistol shots, but
the officers have not yet fathomed
what canoed the cioting.
—A mule yesterday kicked a ne-
gro in the head M Fletch Terrell'
stabfe,-dn South Third, but the cran-
ium proved,harder than the iron
piapyiso the It nisnal's hoof just bounc-
ed off and no harm was done.
—E. B. Austin, hf Unionville, Ill.,
was picked up unconscious at the
wharf yesterday morning, and taken
'in the teitrot wagon to Riverside
hospital, where it waaefound he was









Mr. J. M. Tones, of
is visiting Mr. Clyde
South Ninth.
M. George Bernhard has
ed from a trfp to Chicago.
,Lawyer Thomas 1‘11cGregor
to Mlaytield last evening.
Mrs. George 0. Hart and mother,
Mrs. M. D. Harris, left yesterday
for Marion, Ky., to visit.
Mrs. Fred Acker and sisters, - Mfiss-
es Ella and Elizabeth Householder,
returned last night friam making the
round trip up the Tennessee river
aboard' the steamer Kentucky.
Mrs. A. F. Lagerwall and
Maurice, left this morning for
it in nerniphis.
'Nfaster Janies Keegan has -teturn-
ed from visiting in Hopkinsvilde,
Ky.
Miss Mary E. Rogers is visiting in
Cape Girardieau, Mo.
Miss Edna Gockel will return to-
from visiting in Golconda.
Dr. Frank Boyd and wife went to
Michigan yesterday for several weeks.
'Mrs. H. D. Hudson and sister, Miss
Allie Yates, Of Jonesboro, Ark., are
visiting their brothers, Messrs. A. B.
and Leslie Yaass.
the life insurance c:rtnipany he repre-
ients.
Mr. and MTS. Charles J. Abbott
and daughter have returned from vis-
iting in Chicago and Mackinac Island,.._,
Misses Berne and Edna Dunnitigii
of Carbondale, Ill., are visiting Mr,.
Henry M. liazotte.
'Misses Allie and Nell Happy, of
Mayfield, are visiting Mrs. Joe Ford,
on Harrison street.
Mr. Henry Hughes and wife have
gone for a sojourn at French Lick
Springs, Ind,
Mr. Joe Maxwell and wife have
gone to Martini, Tenn., to visit.
Mr. E. H. Covington has returned
horn Mayfield
Mr. Charles Stubblefield and wife
tare...visiting-in Mayfield- _.
Mr. Emery Hobson has
from Mayfield.
Mrs. S. L. Davis and von returned
yierday from Col,' terVille, Ill.
Mrs. Belle Baker, of Eddyvi/le, re-
t
tie. home yesterday after_visiting
r: seas, Messrs. Thomas and Ned
.. ker, the ne.rspaper tnen.
Mr. Georwe 0. Mc Broom returned
yesterday from St. Louis, where he
attended -.le gathering of agents for
'Mr. Er..-nett Gleaves, of Carthage,
Mo., we, i to Dawson yesterday after
visiting his father, Mr. Eugene
&leaves
Mr. W. R. Hayes and family re-
turned yesterday from visiting at
Dyersi urg, Tenn.
Mr. -Toe Roth has
Louis.ilk..
Stor.keeper John Trent, of the I.
C. locil shops, has gone to Water
Valley. Miss, to attend the wedding
of a ft end.
- Mrs. R. H. Craig, of Princeton, Ky.
is visiti ,g her son, Mr. S. J. Craig.
Mr. T:•ornas Baskett went to Ten-
nessee ye derday on business.
Mrs. RiAisol Harrison and .aon, ci
Union City. T‘nn , are visiting Mrs.
Jack Carter.
Mr. C. Y. Vates and family have
returned from v siting in Huntingdon,
Ind.
Mr. Durrett Accepts.
In reply to the flattering call of
"ivfiany Friends" in your Sunday is-
sue I will say if they think my ser-
vices to the city of Paducah are
worth retaining in the capacity of al-
dermen, I vifl be proud to serve an-
other term, promising in the future,
as in the past, tti endeavor to serve
the greatest number with good,
wholesome and liberal legislation.
'4 Yours truly,
LUCIEN E. DIJRRETT.
• The Anti-Saloon League has taken
110 field in Ohio politics and will
ettftk for the election of the demo-
cratic candidate for governor, John
M. Pattison, alit) it is said the liquor
intervals me tip quietly but















The people of this city realizing
that those men who 'have nude a
success in private business life are
best fitted to judiciously serve the
public's interests in the municipal
boards, therefore can think of no
one more suited for the place than
Charles M. I.eake, who is requested
to permit the use of his name for
councilman from the Fourth ward in
the coming Democratic primary.
CONSERVATIVE VOTERS.
Stand for Re-election.
As your dean, progressive and ex-
cellent record stands as a monument
of the appreciative manner in which
you have served your constituents
most faithfully in years gone by,
there is urged upon Alderman Dick
Davis the necessity of his name being
used for re-election in the coming
primary in order ta keep in the leg-





An electric railway company of
Peoria, Ill,. in looking over the field
to ascertain the feasibility of build-
ing an electric car line from Colurn-
bus through several counties in' West
Kentucky. According to our inform-
ation it is the intention of the com-
pany to begin the line at Columbus,
run through Arlington, Milburn,
Lowes, Paducah, Woodville, Hinkle-
vine, Bilaudvilk, Bardwell and return
to Columbus. This is the plan that
was given to us by Attorney H. L.
Wiley, of Arlington, who is represent
ing the Peoria company in Carlisle
county. The fiscal court of each
county will be asked to give the corn-
pany permission to run it track over
the public roads.
The announcement that Crown
Phrase Yoshohito of Japan 'had died
last May and the fait was being kept
from the world is denied by Baron J.
Komuna, the Japanese peace envoy.
I WOLFF'S SPECIAL SALE °Dr Y
OFF our regular Plain Marked prices
For CashOnly
Before moving back in our own new
building, 327 BROADWAY, we have decided to sacrifice our stock, to
keep from moving, and at the same time make room for our immense
Fall and Holiday stock which will arrive September 1st.
0 Per Cent,T





Stole Revolver From Servant in The
Rehkopf Yard sand Rings From
Quarters in Beswell Yard.
The prize burglar for the juvenile
class was caught red-handed last
evening eanly at his tricks and lock-
ed up at the City Hall for trial be-
fore the judge this morning. He is
Will McClelland, of 521 Campbell
street, and was caught while steal-
ing from the room of Hattie Hord,
a colored servant whose rooms to
the near of the Boswell residence, on
North Fifth 'between Madison and
Harrison streets. He - had donned
the true bold burglar style, as in his
pocket was found a gun as big as
be was. The lad is only thirteen
years of age, and colored.
" Yeerefdlay--ererring shortfy-- before
dark the Hord woman went to ,her
room and unlotking the door, enter-
ed. To her great surprise there was
the small boy leaning over her open
trunk intently, selecting several gold
rings and other valuables from in-
side, and, apparently oblivious to the
entrance of the negrese. . The woman
grabbed a stick and made for the kid
who leaped through the window,
and springing on top of - the rear
fenck jumped over, but to his mis-
fortune landed right in the arms of
a colored man standing ant in the
alleyway. The man held the lad and
he was turned over to Officers
Johnson and Rogers, who, went down
after him. The. four rings lie had
stolen from the Hord woman -were
recovered. He had broken out the
screen to the window in effecting an
entrance.
After the arrest of the kid it de-
veloped that be had stolen the Run
from the room, of Annie Morton. the
colored servant residing in the rear
yard of Mrs. Emma Refikopfs resi-
dence at Fifth and Monroe, which is
only one and a hall squares from the
Boswell home. In this instance the
lad tore out the screen also, got in-
side and broke open the trunk, and
tisok the revolver, which had only
four loads in same, and sinut reasNly
identified at the hall as belonging to
the Morton female.
It seems that so many burglaries
have been committeed up about Me-
chanicsburg in the past two weeks
that the boy 'became imbued with the
idea that be could cope with the situ-
ation equally as well as the others
and get away with the booty without
detection. He would probably have
succeeded had it not been for the op-
portune return of the Hord woman,
who.caught him in the act.
NOTICE TO EAGLES
All applicants for membership in
the Fraternal Order of Eagles are
notified that charter fees must be
paid without delay, in order that all
medical examinations can be com-
pleted before Wednesday, August 3,
the date of installation. Those who
have paid charter fee should be ex-
amined at once, in order to save de-
lay and possible trouble at the last
moment. Charter list closes on date
mentioned, and those desiring to ap-
ply should do so immediately. Fees
must accompany application.
LOUIS P. HEAD.
TAKAHIRA AT OYSTE.R BAY.
Oyster Bay. L. I., July 27.—Minis-
ter Kogoro Taltabira, of Japan, one
of the Japanese envoys of the forth-
coming peace conference, was a guest
of the president a part of yesterday.
This was Minister Takahira's second
visit to Sagamore Hill within two
weeks. His visit yesterday related to
the peace negotiations.
In the United States senate there
ire twenty-leven of its members who
are above 64 years of age, two of
wham are over 80 and three over 75.
Morgan, of Alabama, is the oldest
member, Pettus of the same state
next, then in point of age comes
Stewart of Nevada, Culkim of Illinois
and Allison of Iowa.
+.+++++++++.4
I\Torriam!
West Kentucky Coal Co:
HAS PURCHASED THE ENTIRE PLANT
OF THE UNSER STATES GAS, COAL & 
COKE CO., AND TRApEWATER  COAL
CO. NO CHANGE IN MANAGEMENT
+ DON'T FORGET
'WM MUCKY COAL CO.
INCORPORATED.
Both Phones 254. - Second and Ohio Strati:el
++++++++++ +++++++++
FOR CONTROL OF CHINA
AND TABLEWARE TRADE.
East Liverpool, 0., July 27.—A corn
bination that will practically control
the tableware and china trade of this
country has virtually been effected
and a pottery trust with $40,000.000
capital is regarded by interested man
ufacturers in this 'city as an accomp-
lished fact. Promoters have been
working upon the proposed consili-
dation since lad May and it is now
announced that more than 75 per cent
of the kiln capacity of all the table-
ware pkraita in the country stand
ready to enter the deal. Three prom
Meat Philadelphia banks are backing
the deal. But one large oast in this
city, the fforner-l...augfilin Chinn com-
pany, with thirty-two kilos, is with-
holding from the combinnation, and
the Sebrings, who run three plants at
Sebring, 0., are also out of it.
This city is to be the headquarters
of the new combination.
FULL COMPLEMENT OP
OFFICERS FOR FIRST.
Louisville, July 27.—The First reg-
iment of Kentucky, commanded by
Col. Risme Hindman, will go to the
encampment at Paducah August t6
with a full complement of field and
line officers, and the nine companies
will be practically filled with men
A meeting of the council of admin-
istration, consisting of the field and
staff officers, was held recently, and
the company commanders of each
company reported that their com-
panies were practically full. At the
meeting it was arranged that the reg-
iment leave Louisville with nine com-
panies, a hospital corps and a band,
and the First regiment is expected




Longview, Tex., July 27.--Cle
Summers, who lives twenty in,
east of here, yesterday tried to
his wife and then committed suicide.
His wife is dangerouely hurt. Suiti;-
=erg was in the 'battle against the
Dalton gang that ?ribbed the bank




"Did you enjoy the ball 0 ga/ne,
dear?"
"No Wirirnan with a big hill 411
right in front of me, and I qouliftV
see anything else"
*Oh, do tell me—how was it trim-
miedri
Be Healthy and Strong
Pure Malt is recognised everywhere a• the surest,
quickest builder of health and cd:cr.a. The most




Belvedere nourishen t‘e nerves and muscles. It's good
for sick people and onvalescents because it's PURE
and property aged. And it's good for everybody
who enjoys a clear, sparkling, perfect beer—the best
beer to be found anywhere.11101111.1111.11ftiamierb
Ask for Belvedere, the Master Brew, and











Jar. G. Jones, an army prisoner at
Fort „Banks, Mass., being held for de-
sertion, is to be tried for lunacy, hav-
ing written many love letters to Win
Alice Roosevelt. •
litif4. Lockwood, who was liresi-
dent 'of a bank which failed at Orange
VA swiss arrested on the rAlarge of
Mt at,
What is knows as the West Ken-
lucky Coal company of New York
has bought the Wheatcroft pinata in
Webster county, Ky., at a cost of
$300,000. This is valuable property.
J. W. Cox, a barber, has myster-
iously disappeared from 'Trenton,
Tenn., deserting a wife and two chil-
dren,
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